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CIIAPTER t 
INTRODUCTION 
Many sociolinguistic aspects must be acquired during the language learning 
process; one of them is learning how to address people. Such knowledge is part of a 
second language learner's communicative competence. 
Learning the rules of address is a complicated task. There is a lot more to 
correctly addressing an individual than simply knowing the lexical possibilities. 
What is more important is knowing when to use which term and with whom. A 
general pattern for address exchange is found in "the Invariant Norms of Address" 
model presented by Brown and Ford in their 1961 study. Unfortunately, this model 
seems too basic, or even outdated. For example, it states that a person of lower status 
always addresses a person of higher status with a title and last name (Le., Mr. Doe). In 
certain situations, however, it may be more appropriate for a person of lower status to 
address a person of higher status with a first name only, as when, for example, an 
employee addresses a supervisor of relatively the same age. 
Second language learners may know, as part of their communicative 
competence, the basic rules in accordance with the model proposed by Brown and Ford 
(1961), but the knowledge of when it is appropriate to stray from these norms is 
indicative of a higher degree of communicative competence. 'Ibe research presented 
in this thesis examines the acquisition of such competence by Spanish speaking 
second language learners of English. 'Ibe results of this research will help 
instructors better prepare ESL students for daily interaction with native English 
speakers. 
'Ine two specific questions being adressed in this research study are: (1) Do 
Spanish speakers' use of address forms differ from those of American English 
speakers? and (2) Do Spanish speakers' use of address forms differ according to their 
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proficiency level? The subjects of this investigation are thirty-seven Puerto Rican 
students at Iowa State University who are in the process of learning English as a 
second language. This particular group was chosen because it is one of the largest 
populations of native Spanish speaking students on campus. Another reason for 
choosing subjects from Puerto Rico is geographic location. Since Puerto Rico is an 
island, the difference between the address preferences there and other Spanish 
speaking countries may be greater. ror example, the dialectal differences between 
Puerto Rico and Colombia may be greater than the those between Colombia and 
Venezuela simply because Puerto Rico is more isolated. 
Data to investigate Puerto Rican address preferences were collected by means of 
a questionnaire in which respondents were asked about address preferences in 
hypothetical interactions with people of higher status. This was done by instructing 
them first to observe photographs of people posing as professors and employers, and 
then to indicate how they would address these people in formal, semi-formal, and 
informal settings. Three types of responses were elicited for each situation: how they 
would address these people here in the United States, how they think American 1 peers 
would address these people, and how they would address such people in their home 
country. A modified version of this questionnaire was also administered to Americans 
so that American address preferences could be determined in these situations and thus 
compared with those of the Puerto Ricans. 
roc using on the interaction between the subjects and people of higher status 
was done because students may be less concerned when addressing people of lower or 
equal status, as they have less to lose by incorrectly them. Respondents were asked to 
assume they have not yet established intimacy with the people they are being asked to 
1 'The term "American", used above and throughout this thesis, has been chosen for 
lack of a more concise term. Though Puerto Ricans are technically American as well, 
to simplify the material presented, "American" will be limited in reference to only 
citizens of the mainland United States who speak English as their first language. 
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address. Once intimacy is established, there is less of a question of how to address 
someone. 
The results of this study indicate that the Puerto Ricans have achieved 
competence in usage of English address terms in all situations involving professors 
and in informal settings involving employers, but not with employers in a formal 
selling. Their performance, however, is not consistent with this competence in most 
instances. The Puerto Ricans instead seemed to be using the same address terms here 
that they would at home; these terms (Le., Professor + l.N with a professor and 
Mr.lMrs.lMs.!Miss + l.N with an employer) were more formal than those preferred by 
Americans (Le., Dr. + l.N with a professor and FN with an employer). When comparing 
the results by proficiency level, the response patterns of the Puerto Ricans became 
more varied and thus more closely matched those of the Americans with an increase 
in proficiency in English. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Previous research on patterns of address in English has been conducted by 
means of observation, interviews, and examinations of literature. 1\ seminal 
investigation on address patterns, using all three methods, was done by Brown and 
Ford (1961), who analyzed address usage in plays. Given that plays contain more 
examples of address than any other form of literature, they read thirty-eight plays, set 
in a variety of geographic regions, containing cast members from varying social 
classes and ethnic backgrounds. They did not include plays performed before 1939 or 
set outside of the United States. Their examinations of these plays, coupled with 
observations and interviews, led them to the conrlusion that there are basically three 
patterns of address exchange in l~nglish. Before explaining the circumstances in 
which these exchanges take place (i.e., the sociolinguistic factors), it is necessary to 
define terminology and abbreviations, as these terms will appear throughout this 
thesis. 
Tcr:.minclogy 
Brown and Ford (1961) proposed the following terms of address: first name 
(fN)(e.g., John), last name (I.N)(e.g., Smith), title (T)(e.g., Mr.), title with a last name 
(TLN)(e.g., Mr. Smith), and multiple names (MN)(e.g., when two or more versions of 
the first names are used in free variation to address the same person, for example 
"Bob" or "Robert"). The use of T alone may often be the result of an exchange between 
acquaintances who do not know each others' last names yet, signifying a lesser degree 
of intimacy than TLN. The use of LN alone usually occurs as a substitution for a FN 
that is polysyllabic and has no familiar abbreviation; the use of LN follows a pattern 
identical to that of FN. 
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Brown and ford call T, LN, and MN "variant forms" which are used in the 
temporal progression from acquaintance to friendship, with each new progression 
initiated by the person of higher status. Although they pointed out that it is difficult 
to define degrees of intimacy, they found that the genera] progression of address 
terms with intimacy is as shown in Figure 1. 'Inc horizontal arrows indicate the 
progression of intimacy from acquaintance to dose friend, the vertical arrows 
pointing down illustrate which address forms are part of the "[nvariant Norms of 
Address" and the vertical arrows pointing up illustrate which address forms are part 
of the "Variant Norms of Address." 
Too .. 
t 
! 
'T1.N-+ 
Invariant Norms of Address 
LN-+ 
Variant Norms of Address 
! 
FN-+ MN 
Acquaintance -+ Close Friend 
Figure 1 Comparison of Invariant and Variant Norms of Address 
In the Brown and Ford study, three logically possible dyadic patterns were 
identified: (1) the reciprocal exchange of first names (RFN), (2) the reciprocal 
exchange of a title plus a last name (RTLN), and (3) the non-reciprocal exchange of a 
title plus a last name and a first name (NR, 11.N-FN). In the last situation, one party 
uses a first name and the second party uses a title plus a last name (Brown and Ford, 
1(61). Ervin-Tripp (1972) describes these situations as informal style, formal style, 
and style related to occupation, respectively. Table 1 illustrates these combinations. 
With Brown and Ford's (1961) model as a general framework, Susan Ervin-
Tripp (1 (72) added another dimension to the investigation of address terms. She 
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T bl 1 P 'bl 0 d' Add P a e OSSI e 'ya lC ress atterns 
Pattern Example Style 
What Sally Jones What Mary Smith 
calls Mary Smith calls Sally .Iones 
RFN Mary Sally Informal 
RTLN Ms. Smith Ms . .Iones Formal 
NR,TLN-FN Mary_ Ms . .Iones Occupation 
was particularly interested in situations which were slatus-marked: situations in 
which the status of each member of the dyad is clearly specified, speech styles are 
rigidly prescribed, and the forms of address of each person are derived from social 
identity. Examples of these situations are conversations in a courtroom, large faculty 
meetings, or sessions of Congress. She defines the set of occupational titles or courtesy 
titles used in these situations as the identity set, (i.e., "Judge," "Professor," "Senator"). 
In some cases, social customs require the use of these terms, and in other cases, one 
may select whether or not to use them to serve one's needs. 
A slightly different categorization of possible terms of address has been devised 
by Alford (1988). Although some that he uses are similar to those previously 
mentioned, he adds several new ones, thus providing a fairly comprehensive set of 
terms. Alford suggests that certain terms emphasize the role of the addressee, thus 
inviting behavior appropriate to that role. For example, he includes general 
appellations, (e.g., calling someone "man," "woman," "boy," or "girl") as means to 
identify the addressee's role as a member of a very broad category; this category does 
not include terms such as "waiter" or "clerk," as these terms indicate a more specific 
role of the addressee, an occupational one. Kin terms such as mother, father, sister, or 
brother are terms which emphasize the familial role of the addressee. Regarding kin 
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tenns, it is useful to consider Ervin-Tripp's (1972) concepts of ascending generation. 
This rule dictates the non-reciprocal use of kin tenns, as when, for example, an aunt 
calls a nephew/niece by his/her first name but she receives the kin term "aunt" plus 
her first name in return. The use of leknonyms (the calling of people not by their 
given name but instead by their relationship to another person, Le., ".Johnny's mom"), 
nicknames and personal names (compound personal names, Le., "Mary Jane", given 
names, i.e., FN, and surnames, i.e., LN, are all included in this category) are also 
possible in address exchange. Non-kin-role lCrms (Le., occupational terms like 
"clerk", "waiter," "doctor," "offirer." "judge," "captain") and honorific/respect lCrms 
(Le., "Mr.," "Mrs.," "Sir", "Your Honor") are the last two categories described by Alford. 
Thus, when conversations of address exchange are analyzed, a variety of tenns is 
available to categorize word fonns. 
Friederike Braun (1988) gathered infonnation on patterns and systems of 
address in many languages by collecting publications and by interviewing 
informants on address behavior in their native languages. In his research he used 
slightly e"-'Panded definitions of terms used in earlier studies. I Ie defined address as a 
speaker's linguistic reference to his/her collocutor(s), not including verbal and non-
verbal greetings. He defined forms of address as words and phrases used for 
addressing which fall into three classes: pronouns, verbs, and nouns supplemented 
by words which are syntactically dependent on them. Examples of pronouns of 
address are pronouns referring to the collocutor (second person pronouns, i.e., "tu" or 
"usted" in Spanish), and examples of verb forn1s of address are substantives and 
adjectives with inflectional endings which designate rollorutors or refer to them in 
some way. An example of this latter type is the use of inflectional endings attached to 
verbs to refer to the addressee, i.e., "venez" (second person plural) and "viens" (second 
person singular) for "come" in French. "Viens" would indicate closer intimacy 
between the dyad, or a person of higher status addressing someone of lower status. 
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"Venez" would indicate less intimacy between the dyad, or a person of lower status 
addressing a person of higher status. The final class of address forms discussed by 
Braun, nouns, contains the extensive list of terms summarized below: 
1. Names (Le., Jane, John) 
2. Kinship terms (i.e., "mother," "father") 
3. Mr.lMrs. 
4. Titles 
a. Bestowed/Achieved Titles (Le., "doctor," "major") 
b. Inherited Titles (i.e., "Count," "Duke") 
S. Quality of addressee (Le., "Your Excellency," "Your Honor") 
(). Occupational terms of profession/function (Le., "waiter," "chauffeur") 
7. Terms of relationship (Le., "friend," "colleague") 
8. Terms of endearment (Le., "dear," "honey") 
9. Expressions of addressee's relation to another person (Le., a husband calling 
his wife "mother") 
Braun's classification includes essentially the same concepts as previous researchers, 
presented in a slightly different manner, using some new terminology. 
Braun was the first researcher to further analyze terms of address by 
identifying them as either bound or free forms of address; bound forms are integrated 
parts of sentences and free forms are outside the sentence construction. An example 
of bound forms would be the use of distinctions in pronouns and conjugated verbs, 
such as ttl and ustcd in Spanish. The use of FN, 'J1.N, or MNs would be an example of 
free forms. 
Table 2 illustrates how the terms used by Brown and Ford (1961), Ervin-Tripp 
(1972), Alford (1988), and Braun (1988) relate to each other. 
SD.cio linguiSlkEaciors 
The circumstances in which these terms arc exchanged, either reciprocally or 
non-reciprocally, vary with the levels of intimacy and status between a speaker and a 
hearer. For example, two close friends would display the RfN pattern, two newly 
introduced adults would display the RTI.N pattern, and a professor and a student would 
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T bl 2 S a e ummary 0 fT enmno ogy 
Brown & ford Ervin-Tripp Alford Braun 
-terms of 
endearment 
MN -nicknames 
-personal names 
(compound 
personal names) 
-personal names 
FN (given names) -names 
-kin terms -kinship terms 
-appellations 
-relationship to 
-teknonyms others 
-personal names 
LN (surnames) 
TLN -Mr.lMrs. 
-non-k in-role -ti tIes 
T identity set -names 
-terms of 
relationship 
-quality of 
addressee 
-occupational 
terms 
display the NR, TI.N-FN pattern. Brown and Ford (1961) describe the semantic 
distinction between two mutual patterns as being on a scale of intimacy, with RFN 
being more intimate. 'This has also been referred to as the horizontal aspect of address 
exchange. 
In non-reciprocal patterns, the distinction is made according to status: the 
person of higher status says I;N and the person of lower status says 'n.N. This has also 
been referred to as the vertical aspect of address exchange. Brown and Ford suggest 
that this pattern prevails because, in the progression towards intimacy of unequals, 
the superior is always the pace-setter initiating moves in that direction. Willingness 
of a person of lower status to enter into association is taken for granted because little 
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risk exists that the superior will be rebuffed, whereas the risk is great if the inferior 
initiates acts of association. These patterns can be visualized in figure 2. 
Cro.ss.:.ClllturaLCumparis.on .. of .Addrc.s.s...P.aucrn.s 
Several researchers have investigated address exchange patterns in other 
languages. One such researcher is Braun (1988), who contends that forms of address 
are "major examples of linguistic indicators of social structure" and that address 
behavior is a reflection of social structure in languages. He collected data on thirty-
one languages in hopes of creating a model of the universals of address exchange. 
The results of Braun's survey indicate that universals are very few, and those 
that do exist are somewhat trivial. 'Ine only universal he mentions is that address is 
differentiated in every language and that this differentiation has some universal 
features. lie found, for example, that in all languages speakers have a repertory of 
address variants available to them; this he called address behador. As a result, in all 
languages, an addressee must choose between several grammatically correct variants, 
thus expressing social features of the dyad. Address competence includes the active 
equal 
status 
intimate 
n 
t 
1 
m 
a 
c 
y 
stranger 
Figure 2 Patterns of Address Exchange 
unequal 
1 1 
use of the repertory of forms of address and the set of rules of application for their 
use. 'Ibus, address behavior is the set of possihle address terms, and address 
competence is the use of these terms. Reciprocity of exchange was also observed in all 
the languages Brdun examined, as was the occurrence of symmetrical exchange (Le., 
address forms are used reciprocally). '[be differences within individual languages as 
to how differentiations arc made he called Systemlinguistik. 'lbese differentiations 
can be made on the basis of age, class, education, religion, ideology, sex, etc., within a 
language. 
One very interesting language-specific phenomenon Braun observed was 
address inversion, which is the use of a term which does not express the addressee's 
but the speaker's role in the dyad. An example of this can be observed in Arabic, 
where it is common for an elder unknown male to be addressed as cammi "my uncle"; 
the elder male then reciprocates by calling the younger male cammi also. 
Among others who have done research on address systems in languages other 
than English is Rolf O. Kroger, who, with others in various studies, found Chinese, 
Korean, Greek, and German to exhihit patterns of address similar to those used in 
English (Kroger and Wood, 1992; Kroger, Cheng, and l.eong, 1(79). lIe admits that he 
cannot claim that all languages use the same patterns of address (i.e., they are not 
universal), as he has not sampled every language in existence, yet there is enough 
evidence to point in that direction. lIe uses different terms for familiar concepts in 
reference to his observations: reciprocity of exchange (RN), solidarity of forms 
exchanged (SN), and the direction of unequal exchange (AI) (Kroger and Wood, 19(2). 
Among his findings is that the linguistic form used to an inferior in dyads of unequal 
status is used in dyads of equal status among intimates (e.g., a professor would address a 
student with FN and two friends would also exchange FN). lIe also found that the 
linguistic form used to superiors in dyads of unequal status is used in dyads of equal 
status among strangers (e.g., a student would refer to a professor with n.N and two 
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newly acquainted adults would also exchange TLN). He claims that this constitutes a 
culturally universal rule, and its invariability has been confirmed for a variety of 
disparate European and non-European languages. Kroger explains the relevance of 
his work as such: "the apparent universaHty of the norm and the apparent 
nonoccurrence of its logical alternative-the exchange of formal forms of address 
among intimate equals and of informal forms of address among non-intimate cquals-
inspires great interest because it raises the possibility that the norm is dictated by 
some basic requirement of human social organization" (Kroger, Cheng, and l.eong, 
1979). Because the ordering of status is a universal property of human organization, 
this arrangement is reflected in the norms of address by the rules of dyadic 
interaction between status levels. 
Only one study could be located that focused specifically on the address forms 
used by Puerto Ricans: Lambert and Tucker (1976) examined their use of second 
person pronouns and they found Puerto Rico to have "an extremely complex and 
variable system of address etiquette." Lambert and Tucker also f(mnd that differences 
in the address preferences of Puerto Ricans varied somewhat with home setting but 
not significantly. They suggest that the non-reciprocal pattern of exchange between 
those of higher and lower status is preferred over the reciprocal pattern in a rural 
setting. 'lbe results of other comparisons were too varied to draw any conclusions 
from, and they suggest this is due to the colonial nature of the country. 
Although there is a sizeable amount of research on address usage in English 
and in other languages, no research to date has looked at how a non-native English 
speaker uses English address forms. This study is the first to examine second language 
learners' use of address terms in the target language. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 
'Ibis chapter presents the method used to conduct this study, induding the 
subjects, testing instrument, and data analysis procedure are discussed. 
Subje.c.ts 
The subjects of this study were native Spanish speakers; Puerto Ricans were 
chosen because they comprise one of the largest populations of Spanish speakers on 
the Iowa State University campus. Subjects were selected somewhat randomly from 
various locations on campus, such as the Iowa State Memorial Union, classrooms, and 
residence halls. A control group of American students was selected from the same 
locations. The sample populations consisted of thirty-seven Puerto Ricans and forty-
one Americans. 
Of the Puerto Rican respondents, twenty-one were male and sixteen were 
female. They ranged in age from eighteen to twenty-seven years old, with the 
average age being twenty-five. Their enrollment status was as follows: five 
freshmen, thirteen sophomores, nine juniors, seven seniors, two graduate students, 
and one special student. The mnge of length of time spent in the United States was 
from six months to eighteen years, with the average length of time being two years. 
lbe majority of respondents were from urban areas with populations of 10,000 
people or more; only two respondents were from rural areas with populations of 3,000 
people or less. Information about hometown size was elicited in order to determine if 
home setting had an effect on address preferences in accordance with Lambert and 
Tucker's 1976 findings. Although this information was collected, the analysis of the 
effect of hometown size revealed that there were 
few significant differences in address preferences with home towns of the 
respondents. Table 3 summarizes home towns and populations of the respondents. 
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Not surprisingly, all of the respondents reported that they speak English daily 
here in the United States. There was variation, however, in the frequency with which 
they spoke English outside of school in Puerto Rico. 'Ibe majority of respondents 
(eighteen) reported that they never spoke English outside of school in Puerto Rico. Of 
the remaining subjects, six respondents reported speaking English monthly, four 
weekly, and nine daily. 
Respondents were also asked what types of interaction they had with native 
English speakers here in the United States. They were given the choices of intimate, 
academic, social, and commercial interaction. All but seven respondents interacted on 
all levels. 
In the native English-speaking control group there were fifteen males and 
twenty-two females who ranged in age from eighteen to forty-five years old, with the 
average age being thirty-two. Four were freshmen, five were sophomores, seven 
were juniors, six were seniors, and nineteen were graduate students. The majority 
(Le., twenty-seven) of native English-speaking respondents was from Iowa, with most 
of the remaining respondents (i.e., twelve) also from the Midwest (Minnesota, Kansas, 
South Dakota, Illinois, Minnesota, Nebraska, and Wisconsin). 'lbe remaining two 
respondents are from Virginia and Ohio. 
Tc.sling_lns..trumcru 
Data on address preferences were gathered by means of a questionnaire. Even 
though Braun (1988) observed that there are disadvantages with this type of data 
collection, such as determining whether informants' responses are authentic and 
indicative of actual address usage, there are also advantages. Kroger and Wood (1992) 
defend the appropriateness of a qUestionnaire for eliciting nformation on address 
behavior: "Studies of address forms avoid the sources of error inherent in paper-and-
pencil (status rankings and sociometric choices) and contrived experimental 
procedures. Forms of address are easily recorded with accuracy. The information 
1S 
Table 3 Home Towns and Populations of the Respondents 
City 
Carolina 
...•. - "" ,.,. .... ~. 
Arecibo 
M~Y'l.gllez 
rJ'rujilloAlt() 
Humacao 
gl:1~Y<l~'l. .................... . 
Villalba 
Pen uelos 
". . . .. " ..... . 
Patillas 
Rio Piedras 
Dibouito 
Population 
220262 
................. _ .... _1. ......•.... 
lTU~Q() 
........... F9A;3Q. 
133447 
......... .. L ............... . 
1(:)0,371 . 
.. ..... __ ... ()~!§§.6 ..... 
.61,gQ_ .. 
55203 
..••.•. 1 ................ . 
..... 4.J,?§.~ 
.A8.,;?2) 
. 28,<)J! .. 
~31:;59_ ..... 
. . 24,Sl?. 
. 1 <),()33 
18.,<)19 
18.,J(X) 
4,81J 
.......... 
unavailable 
No. of Respondents 
4 
2 
2 
4 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.. , .. _... ---" .. 
2 
1 
*according to 1 <)<)0 Census of Population U.S. Department of Commerce 
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sought is innocuous and therefore unlikely to evoke defensiveness Information is 
easily available for accurate recall by almost all respondents." (p. 3(8) 
This questionnaire was designed to determine three types of information: ( 1 ) 
demographic information, (2) English proficiency level, and (3) address preferences. 
A modified version of this questionnaire was given to the Americans; to elicit their 
preferences in the same situations presented to the Puerto Rican subjects. 
In order to get background on the responses, the questionnaire asked for 
Puerto Rican respondents' sex, age major, enrollment status, length of time spent in 
the United States, highest level English course taken at ISU, home town, hometown 
population, frequency of English use outside of school in Puerto Rico, frequency of 
English use here in the United States, and level of interaction with native English 
speakers here. Data requested from the American subjects included only the first four 
items (i.e., sex, age, major, and enrollment status). 
In order to determine proficiency in English, the Puerto Rican respondents 
were asked to complete the intermediate level portion of form 1 of the Combined 
English l.anguage Skills Assessment (eEl.S/\.) (l.evy et aI., 19<)1) test. CEl.sA "combines 
three formats of doze into one: rational, fixed ratio, and multiple choice ... Each 45 
minute test has 75 items with four choices. Each form has one beginning, one 
intermediate, and one advanced passage ... " (p. 11) The reliability of CEI.SA 1 is .93 for 
all 75 items. A copy of the entire test from which the intermediate portion was taken 
is included in Appendix A 
Only the intermediate portion of the test, which took approximately fifteen 
minutes to complete, was administered for two reasons: 11rst, the amount of time 
required to complete the full test is too much to ask of volunteers completing the 
questionnaire (it contains seventy-five items and takes forty-five minutes to 
complete), and secondly, the intermediate level portion is a better indicator of 
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proficiency for the whole sample than the low or high proficiency portions. The 
reliability of the portion used (i.e., calculated for the 25 intermediate items) was .89. 
The rest of the questionnaire was designed to elicit address preferences and 
perceptions. In order for respondents to have consistent images of professors and 
employers, photographs were used. People posing as professors and employers of both 
sexes were used as models. The professors and employers were divided into two age 
categories ( old and young) in order to examine address preferences used with people 
of ages closer to those of the respondents and ages much older than those of the 
respondents. The photographs were of male and female professors and employers 
obviously older than the respondents (50+) and of male and female professors and 
employers obviously of an age closer to theirs (30). Beneath the photographs were 
their name, occupation, and logical a circumstance in which a respondent might have 
contact with the person of higher status. 
Studies mentioned in the literature re"iew focused only on the differences in 
status and amount of intimacy between the people exchanging address terms and not 
on the situation or setting in which the exchange takes place. It seems that the 
formality of the setting may be another factor influencing address preferences. For 
this reason, the questionnaire asked respondents to imagine that they were addressing 
professors and employers in three different types of settings: formal, semi-formal, 
and informal. This is the first study to examine how address preferences vary with 
formality of setting. 
The questionnaire displayed photographs of the professors in all three types of 
settings while the photographs of the employers occurred only with formal and 
informal settings. This was done because the situations in which an employer and 
employee have contact in a semi-formal setting were more difficult to distinguish and 
often occur while the employee is at work. Though it is possible to have one-on-one 
meetings with both an employer and a professor, the situations in which these 
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meetings occur between employers and employees are under unusual circumstances. 
An employee may be called in to be reprimanded, trained, or participate in an 
employee review, but will also paid for this time, thus technically still on duty. There 
was no clear division of when a semi-formal situation becomes a fonnal situation; 
therefore, the distinction between fonnal and infonnal was made according to 
whether or not the employee was at the workplace, with the workplace being the 
more fonnal setting. 
'Ibe infonnal settings were a restaurant, departmental pizza party, a campus 
sidewalk, a departmental office, an employee party, a reception, a gas station, and the 
library. The semi-fonnal settings were one-on-one meetings with the professors in 
their offices. '[be fonnal settings were class lectures and places of employment. The 
result of the various comhinations of gender, age, type of status, and level of formality 
was twenty situations, which are summarized in Table 4. 'lbe table should be read as 
follows: 13 in column 1, row 1 means that item 13 on the questionnaire pictured an 
older male professor in a formal setting. 
In order to determine competence in using address forms, it was necessary to 
ask three questions about address exchange with the people depicted in the 
photographs. The Puerto Rican respondents were asked how they would address 
Table 4 Classification of Photographs in Q.uestionnaire 
Addressee 
Professors Employers 
Older Younger Older Younger 
Situation I I I I M F M F M r: M F 
Formal 13 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Semi-formal 9 10 11 12 
Informal I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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the person, how they thought an American peer'would address the person, and 
how they would address the person at home in Puerto Rico. lbese questions were in 
multiple choice format and the responses provided were FN only, Doctor + LN, 
Mrs.lMs.lMiss/Mr. + LN, and other. For the third question, as to how respondents 
would address the person at home, the Spanish equivalents (pro{csor/pro[c.'>ora, 
doctor/doctora, scfior/sefiora/sefiorila) were given and two other choices were added, 
don/dafia and liccndado/liccndada. lhe last two terms have no equivalent in English 
but are common terms of address in Spanish. Don and dona arc terms of respect that 
indicate more intimacy than senor or senora yet they are more formal than FN only. 
Licenciado and Ikenciada arc the titles used to indicate the licenciate degree earned 
by the person, and is spedfic to the fields of arts and sciences, thus making it similar 
to "doctor" or "professor" in English. This degree is a higher degree than a bachelor's 
degree, but below a doctorate (Noble and Lacasa, 1991). 'Ibe respondents were also 
instructed to write in address preferences not induded among the above choices 
under the category of "other." Figure 3 is an example of the items presented. The 
questionnaire used to elicit American responses contained the same photographs and 
only question (1) presented in Figure 3. The complete questionnaires are included as 
Appendices Band C. 
Data--.Anab:sis 
Refore any data were calculated, the demographic information was recorded on 
a spread sheet and categorized for both the Puerto Rican and the American 
respondents. 
The first step of data analysis was to determine proficiency levels for the Puerto 
Rican respondents. The portion of CELSA used had twenty-five multiple choice 
questions. 'lbe questions in the proficiency section of the questionnaire were graded 
as either right or wrong; thus there were twenty-five points possible. The average 
score was 20 and the standard deviation was 5.299. lhe range in scores was 7 to 25. The 
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your professor, Maria Valdes. 
You meet with Maria Valdes in her office to review material for an upcoming test. 
1. l:Ier.e..in the United States, how would ~u address this person7 
a. Maria 
b. Doctor Valdes 
c. Miss/Mrs.lMs. Valdes 
d. Professor Valdes 
c. Other -,-___ _ 
2. How do you think an..Amcri.can.dassmatc would address this pcrson7 
a. Maria 
b. Doctor Valdes 
c. Miss/Mrs.lMs. Valdes 
d. Professor Valdes 
c. Other ____ _ 
3. ALhQlUC..ln..£.ucr1{Lilic.o., how would Y..DU address this person? 
a. Maria 
b. Doctora Valdes 
c. Scnorita/Senora Valdes 
d. Doda Maria 
c. Profesora Valdes 
f. Licenciada Valdes 
Other 
Q.uestionnaire Item 
scores were divided into three groups indicating low, intermediate, and high 
proficiency lcvels. The scores designating low proficiency werc in the range of 0-17, 
18-23 for intermediate proficiency, and 24-25 for high proficiency. These divisions 
were made somewhat arbitrarily; the intermediate level scores were approximately 
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one-third of the total scores falling around the mean, the high level scores were the 
remaining scores above the intermediate level, and the low level scores were the 
remaining scores below the intermediate level. The number of respondents in each 
proficiency level is presented in Table 5. 
Table 5 Summary of Proficiency Levels 
Proficiency Level Number of Puerto Rican Respondents 
Low 10 
•• _. __ ..••.•.• __ •• _ •...•.•..•• _~_ .... _".HH'. ••• ," _. ' ..... 
Intermediate 12 
High 15 
The next step of data analysis involved .determining the number of subjects 
selecting each response. After calculating the percentage of people preferring each 
address term for each question (these results are found in Appendix D), a t-test was 
conducted to determine if the response patterns were significantly different. For 
example, in item 1, which involves an older male professor in an informal setting, in 
response to Q.uestion I, two Puerto Rican respondents chose to use FN, six Puerto Rican 
respondents chose to use Dr. + LN, six Puerto Rican 
respondents chose to use Mr. + LN, and twenty-three Puerto Rican respondents chose 
to use Professor + LN here in the United States. lbere were thirty-seven total Puerto 
Rican respondents, so 5% (2137) chose FN, 16% (6/37) chose Dr. +LN, 16% (6/37) chose 
Mr. + LN, and 62% (23/37) chose Professor + LN. In the same manner, percentages 
were calculated for the number of Puerto Rican respondents choosing the forms of 
address they would use with an older male professor in an informal setting in Puerto 
Rico (Q.uestion 3), and also how they thought an American would address an older male 
professor in an informal setting (Q.uestion 2). The same was done with the responses 
of the American control group. 
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A statistical program (Sigma Plot) was used to detennine if the means of the 
responses were significantly different in the combinations presented in Tahle 6. 'Ibe 
numhers in the left column correspond to the sequence in which the comparisons 
were made, and thus presented in the results section. 
Table 6 Data Set Comparison Combinations 
t-test 
a 
b 
r···· 
d 
Data Set 1 Data Set 2 
Puerto Ricans in U.S. Americans in U.S. 
Puerto Ricans in US . Puerto Ricans at home 
. _ ... _ ............................ p!:1~I.!9.J~i~_~.t.!~.i.I!J.!·~~ ... _._ ...... X~r:~~~P~JQ~~.9J ... A!l}.~r_~(·~.1)~~_ 
Puerto Rican perceptions Actual American 
of American preference preferences 
After examining the populations as a whole, the same comparisons were made 
for each of the three proficiency levels in order to determine if there were 
significant differences in the preferences among the proficiency levels. This was 
done hy dividing the responses of those who received a proficiency score of 0 - 17 (low 
proficiency) into one group, the responses of those who received a proficiency score 
of 18 - 23 (intennediate proficiency) into a second group, and the responses of those 
who received a proficiency score of 24 - 2S (high proficiency) into a third group. The 
same comparisons listed above were made for each portion of the entire population 
representing the three proficiency levels. Appendix E presents the percentage of 
people selecting each address fonn by proficiency level. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This section begins with an analysis and discussion of each questionnaire item. 
The number of people responding to each item and the results of the t-tests are 
presented in Tables 7 - 26 under the heading, Item Analysis. lben a summary of the 
significant and non-significant response pattern comparisons are presented in Tables 
27 - 30 under the heading, Summary of Item Analysis. Next, the address preferences of 
each proficiency level are compared and presented in Tables 31 - 55 under the 
heading, Results by Proficiency I.evel. Also in this third subsection is a summary of 
the t-test results comparing the means of each of the three proficiency levels. 'Ibese 
results are presented in Tables S6 - 59. The last subsection, titled Summary of 
Proficiency Level Analysis, presents an overview of the significant and non-
significant response pattern comparisons according to proficiency level. 
Item Analysis 
The following tables display the address preferences subjects had for each item 
on the questionnaire. The person being addressed in each photograph in the 
questionnaire appears as the title of the table. The rows indicate the possible choices 
for terms of address which appeared in the questionnaire. The choices were I;N, Dr. + 
LN, Mr.lMrs.lMs.lMiss + LN (which appears in the table as M._), Professor + LN, 
Don/Dona + LN, Ucenciado(a) + LN and "Other." Several respondents chose not to 
address the person at all under the "Other" category; therefore, the category of "No 
Address" was included in the table. The columns indicate the number of people 
choosing each term of address in different situations. The first column, labeled 
"Americans", contains the number of Americans who chose each term of address; the 
total possible number of responses is forty-one. lbe second column, labeled "Puerto 
Ricans Here", contains the number of Puerto Ricans responding to how they would 
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address the person here in the United States. The third column, labeled "Puerto Ricans 
Perception," contains the number of Puerto Ricans responding to how they think an 
American would address the person. The fourth column, labeled "Puerto Ricans 
Home," contains the number of Puerto Ricans responding to how they would address 
the person at home. The total possible number of responses for each of the last three 
columns is thirty-seven. Appearing below each table are the results of the t-test 
indicating whether or not the means of the columns being compared are significantly 
different or not. A "S" indkates that the differences in the responses are statistically 
significant while an "NS" means they are not. The arrows point to the two columns 
being compared. The actual t and probability values (p) for the t-tests are below the 
tables. 
The first three tables present the responses for the three situations involving 
an older professor in an informal setting Crable 7), a semi-formal setting (Table 8) and 
a formal setting (Table 9). 'These tables indicate that the response pattern of Puerto 
Ricans differed significantly from that of Americans in all settings. The difference 
seems to be in the use of Dr. + l.N: the Puerto Ricans did not use it as frequently as the 
Americans did. The results also indicate that the Puerto Ricans seemed to accurately 
perceive what terms of address an American peer would use, given that the difference 
in the means of American preferences and the Puerto Ricans perceptions is not 
significant. 
Tables 10 through 12 present the address patterns for an older female professor 
in all three settings. 'The patterns in these tables for the older female professor are 
similar to those of the older male professor: there were significant differences in 
responses between what Americans use and Puerto Ricans use in the United States, 
what Puerto Ricans use in the United States and at home, and between what Puerto 
Ricans prefer to use in the United States and what they believe Americans prefer. 
The exception to this pattern is with the semi-formal setting, where a significant 
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Table 7 Question 1: Older Male Professor in Informal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Home 
No 
FN 1 2 6 
_ ,~." p , •• ~~~ •• N......... .~ .. __ .~ .. h ..... _., .. ~ ........ "<_'H. ,,,,, ___ •.. _ . __ ........ , .... "._ .•.•••. _. ___ ~ "." ~ _..... '" ....... " •• N ........ ,_,,,_,,.H •. 
Dr. + L 20 6 7 2 
.-.... ---.--..... --~- _ .... _ .._...._ ..... _ ............................ __ .......... _ ................ __ .............. - ._ .. _ .... __ .. __ .... _ .... _ .............. -....... ..... .. ................ -.......... _ .. __ .---_._ ...... _ ........... - ... -.............. .. 
6 
Prof. 8 23 17 27 
........ _._ ..•.•..... " ... ·• __ ~P __ .· ... __ .. ___ ._.H ... _ ... __ . _____ .h._ .. ,... __ .. m ___ • __ ..... , __ ,_ ..... ____ ._,. ____ , ___ ,~ •• , .. __ ._, •••• _.,,, ••••••• ' ••• _ •••• _..... ' ... _" ...... __ ._ ¥¥ __ ....... ~ ......... , ",. _._ .,. " w ..... , ....... __ .. " •• __ • 
Don 
Lie. 
Other 
sa 
··· .. f ...... _ ...... 
40------ Sh 
+-0----- ------- Sc -------+ 
+------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in u.s.! Americans in u.S. t = -3.45, P < .05 
b. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -S.:~6, p < .05 
Co Puerto Ricans in U.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 2.75, p < .05 
1 
------... 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference/Actual American 
preferences: t = 1.28, p > .05 
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Table 8 Question 9: Older Male Professor in Semi-formal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Horne 
No 
FN 2 6 
Dr. + L 20 7 6 2 
....... ,,-.-.. -...... ~........... ~ .. -.. -......... -." ...... -.. - .... " .... " ... -..... . ... -.......... __ ... _ ..... _ ...• ".... . ............... -.......•. " .. -................. ", .....• ",. ..... . ................ ,,--, ........ ' . 
... ~~.............. .. ................. -... -~ ..... -.... ---- -........... --.--.-- ... __ . --.. -.. . ...... _ ..... -... -~ ."---' .......... ""-' -- _ ... , ........ -_ .... -~-... _........ .' ." ........ . ... "-'-. -.... - . :+_ ............ -.. - .. _- . 
Prof. 13 24 19 31 
_ .. __ ........ _ ..... _- -... ---_ ........... _._ ....•. __ ... __ .. -.. _._ .•. _ ............. --- ...... -.... _ .... _--_ •.......•... _ .. '-"-""--'" ---.-.... _----_ .... _._--_ ....... . 
Don 
Lie. 
Other 1 
.. '~'-"'"'.''''' ... 
+------ sa ----- ...... 
4------- ------- Sb ----- ...... 
....... 
_----- ------- Sc 
+------ ------- ------- ------- ------- -------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = 2.83, p < .05 
b. Puerto Ric-ans in U .S.I Puerto Ricans at home: t = -6.83, p < .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.lPerceptions of Americans: t = 2.07, p < .OS 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference/Actual American 
preferences: t = .488, p > .05 
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Table 9 Question 13: Older Male Professor formal Settin~ 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Ilome 
FN 
•• ' .• •. _ ••.•• H. • .N ....... _ •... _ •. H"_~._ .. HH .• " .... _ .•.. ", PH"" "_"N •••••.• "." • 
Dr. + L 20 
-.- ........... :::... .................................................... . 
Pro r. 12 26 21 31 
Don 
Lie. 
Other 
..... - ..•.. __ ... - ............. . .•....... _-_ .... -•.... _ .......•.•.•.•.•..•. -.. - .......... __ .•... - •...•...•.. -...•.•........ ' .... ' _ ... "" ............ -......... ...•. ..... .. ...•. ,- .- ....... - .... , ........ _ ....•....•.•. 
1 
1 
+------ -------
+------
------- .------ S b ------- -------+ 
...... . ..................... ' ." ................. -....... .•..... .. .•. . ........ " ...... . 
+------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t == 3.59, p > .05 
h. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -6.22, p> .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t == 2.76, p > .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference! Actual American 
preferences: t = 1.33, p < .05 
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Table 10 Question 2: Older Female Professor in Informal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception llome 
No 
FN 4 3 C) 2 
........ - ........ - .•.......•.•. " ..................... _ ........................ " ................... - ............................................................... ·· .... 1·· ....... ---.•.. - .•..•• 
Dr. + L 17 5 6 1 
....... - ....... -.. -....... .. ................ -........................................... _-- ._ .............. -_ .. _ ........ _ ... _.... .•... .. .................................................. _. . ....• _._ ... - ......... .. 
._~=.! .... _. .._ •........ _ .. ...!.L .... _ .......... _ .......... _ ... _ ............. _ ........... _ ...... _ ..._ ..... _ ...!.;? ........... _ ....... _._.. __ ........ ..... J. Q ........ _ ... . 8 
Dona 
Lkda. 
Other 
...... ----- -------
. .... 
Sa ------- ------+ 
........................................ ········· .... ···•··· .. ··· .. ·····1 ..... 
4------ ------- ------- Sh 
4------ ------- Sc 
+------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ----- ....... 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = -2.56, p < .05 
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.~ ,~.--.----.-~. -." .-................ _ ..•. -
------- ------+ 
b. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -6.43, p < .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 3.08, p < .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference/Actual American 
preferences: t = .274, p> .05 
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Table 11 Question 10: Older Female Professor in Semi-formal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here PercePtion Home 
No 
.. M.=.~._ .............. __ ._ ....... _ ... J> _ ......... _ ... _ ................. _ ...... ___ .... _ .. _ .. ... __ ............... Z ........... _ ............. _ ....... _ ...... _ .... _ .....~ ........ _ ............ _ ....... _ .. __ .................. ~._ .. _ .............. _", 
Prof. 13 21 18 28 
Dona 
........... . ... 
Licda. 
Other 1 
~----- -------+ 
...... _ ... I .. .. .. ........... -......... _...... ...... .......... . .... -.... _. ... ..-.. . 
+------- ------- ------- Sb ----- ......... 
..... .. .......... _ ...... . 
------- Sc ----- ......... 
.------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------. 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.I Americans in U.S. t = .668, p > .05 
b. Puerto Ricans in lJ.S.lPuerto Ricans at home: t = -6.6, p < .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.lPerceptions of Americans: t = 2.16, p < .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference! Actual American 
preferences: t = -.205, p> .05 
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Table 12 Question 14: Older Female Professor in formal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Home 
No 
..::.-_ .. _ ... --- .. _---- --- •..•. _ .... _ ..... _ •. _ ... _ •....• - ........ - .• -.- -_ .. _..... . --.-....•..•.• -.. -_ ....•. _-._---_. __ . __ .- .•.. --_ .. _ .. _ ..... -._. __ ... _._- ....... _.- .-... _._. __ .•. -... _._ .. _ .•. _-_ .•... 
FN 8 2 
_ ~'H ~.~ . •.... __ ~ •..•. u.~. ._.,_ ... ~ 
.J)r~. __ ±: .~.. ._ ... w •• ____ • 16 ... __ ._ ......... _ ............ ' .. _._ .. ___ ... _. _ .... __ ... _ ........... ~_ ...... _. _ ........ __ .. _.. _ .. _ ... __ . __ ....... Z .... _ ....... _ .. _ .__ . . ................... 2 ..... _ ....... ........ . 
5 4 
Prof. 11 22 17 28 
___ "¥"."'''''-'. __ .N'' ____ •• N._" __ ...... _ _ .. _____ • ___ •.• ~ ... __ ~_ .•• ___ ••• _ ........ H ..... _.. _ ..... ___ ....... _ .• _ ..... , .•••••••. _ •••• " ...... , .. ,.. __ , .• M' .__ '_.''' __ ••• ___ •• __ • __ .... __ • ___ .. _._ ....... __ •• .._._ J .... _ •••• __ .... • " • H . 
Dona 
Lkda. 
Other 
+------ -------
+------ ------- ------- Sb 
+------ ------- Sc 
------- ------- -------. 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = 2.15, p < .05 
b. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -7.78, p < .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 2.5, p< .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference! Actual American 
preferences: t = .488, p > .05 
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differem:e is not found here as in the formal and infonnal settings: the Puerto Rican 
preferences in the United States did not differ significantly from the American 
preferences. Unlike their responses for the formal and informal settings, here more 
Puerto Ricans chose to use Professor + l.N. And, as with the older male professor, the 
Puerto Ricans once again seemed to accurately perceive what terms of address the 
Americans would use in all three settings. 
Response patterns for situations dealing with the younger female professor are 
presented in Tables 13 through ] 5. The address patterns toward the younger female 
professor were the same as those toward the older female professor. The Puerto Ricans 
correctly perceived how Americans would address a younger female professor in all 
settings. Moreover, they preferred the same form of address as the Americans did in 
the semi-formal setting, but not in the infonnal and fonnal settings. Once again, 
overall, the Puerto Ricans seemed to prefer Professor + LN more frequently, straying 
from the slight American preference of Dr. + LN, and more closely matching their 
address preference at home. 
The final set of tables (Tables 16 through 18) dealing with a "professor" are 
those for the younger male. 'lbe response patterns toward a younger male professor 
seemed to more closely match those of the older male professor than of the older or 
younger female. As with the older male and younger and older females, the Puerto 
Ricans accurately perceived what address fonns the Americans would use. Also once 
again, the Puerto Rican preferences for usage in the United States are significantly 
different from the American preferences. 'Ibe Americans chose to use either Dr. + LN, 
Professor + LN, or M_. + LN nearly equally in all settings, yet the Puerto Ricans chose 
to use mostly Professor + LN, which closely matched their preferences for use in 
Puerto Rico. The difference between the responses for the male and female professors 
is found in the semi-fonnal setting. Unlike the responses for the older and younger 
females, but like those for the older male in this setting, there was a significant 
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Table 13Question 3: Younger Female Professor in Informal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Home 
No 1 
...•.........••.... _- "'." ' ...• _. '.'-_.' ..... ""-' .•.............. _ .... _.... •.. . ......... , ........•.•. , ..•..........•. __ ...._-.•. _ ....••• __ .............. __ •.. - ... , .•.•.. __ ......... _ .•_._ .. _ •..•... -
I;N 5 5 <) 3 
............. -.. ·······'1···· .. ••·•··· .........• = ......................... - ................................ ,. -...... -..... -......... '" .... _._-'- ........ -.. _ ............. -.-......... _ ................ -.............. _ ................ . 
Dr. + L 14 6 6 1 
"~ ___ .,< ... _, .~ ••• _ •• ~ ..... H • '"' '_~'_' •• " _ .. __ ' __ , .. '" w , ....... _ •• " .. ··.N ...... , .. ~ ... ~ .• ~. " 
5 
Prof. 8 17 12 29 
.P._._H~" ..• _ •..•.•• _ .. ,,~ .• ,,~._~ ... H .•• H_M .. _ ... _ .... _ .. __ .•.• ~_~ ........... """"N' ~ •• _.~ ... _.~~._ •. _ •. ~ • "." ... _ .• _._.~ N" .••. _ ..• ". ". ",._~ •.•• ~. '''~_'''''' ~ .... ~ •. _ ••• _~.", .... H_'.~"·_~ _ '" ._ ..... " ..,,_ .. _, ..... __ ', ... " .... '".~ '~'"W . __ ... .-,_,., 
Dona 
.. 
Licda . 
. .... 
Other 
... 
+------- ------- Sa ------- ------+ 
.------ ------- ------- Sb ------+ 
.------ ------- -------
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = -2.42, p < .05 
b. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -6.57, p < .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 2.19, p < .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference/Actual American 
preferences: t = .958, p> .05 
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. Table 14 Question 11: Younger female Professor in Semi-formal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Ilome 
No 
FN 1 5 8 2 
"." ...•. , .•.. , ............ " ..... ":" .. :. · .... ···"",····· __ .. ·-·_··-·_· .. • .. _·_-, .. _· .. ·f···,,·,·· ......... - .................. - .. -....... . .... . ..... -................. , .. ' .. " ... "." .-. .. .............. .. 
Dr. + L 12 5 7 2 
.... _ ... ___ .• ~ •.•••.•.•. , .. _" •.•• " •••.. _, .•. ~ •..• _._,,_ N.' .... ~_ ...... _._._._ ..... _ . __ .oN ________ ••• ,. ••.• • •••••••.• _ •.•.•• ', ...... _ ....... 
12 6 5 
,," ""._H .. '.' " ..... ' •.•.• H .••• H ... v •••• ........ _ ........ '_., •• ,.," ___ ,. • ........ " ........... _ ......... ___ .......... _,. __ ................ _. 
Prof. 13 21 17 2!J 
_ ... ', .... - ........... '--"""---'--'---"-." .. -.-.. __ ._ ........ _- ......... _-... _-... "_._'"-''''-''''''' ,-_ ...... _ ...... _ ........ , ......••. -" 
Dona 
Lkda. 
Other 
4------ ------- NSa ------- ------+ 
"._ ....... , ••...• ·N.V··.·_... -. •. _. __ •. ,_~ .. _. _N.' .... ~ '" •• , ... , _ "_._."H._"_ .... _ ,,_ ,.._ ._ ... ., ... _. _._ .... __ ... __ " ......... H._ .. ,' ......... __ H. .._ . ., .'. __ ._ 
+------ ------- ------- Sb -------+ 
4------ ------- Sf 
~----- ------- -------
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = 1.39, p> .05 
b. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -6.78, p < .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 2.15, p < .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference! Actual American 
preferences: t = .338, p > .05 
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Table 15 Question 15: Younger Female Professor in Formal Settin~ 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Home 
No 1 
PN 2 6 
-....... -............................ _ ...... _ ... ::::: ............ _ .... _ .. _ ....... _--.-............................................................................................................ - ........................... .. 1 
.. M=-~ ........................................ 9. ..... _ .... _ ....... _ ...... _ .. _ ....... _ ....... _._ .............................. 1 ...... _ ........... _ .............................. :!.. ................................................. ~ ..................... . 
Prof. 
Dona 
Ucda. 
Other 
13 24 19 32 
...... - .................. - ........... --.... - ... -..... - ... -.......... -.......... -_ ........... -............................ -..... -.................................... - .......... .. 
...... 
1 
4------ ------- ------- ------+ 
.....------ ------- ------- sb ------.. 
_----- ------- sc -------. 
...------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = 3.13, p < .05 
b. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -7.0, p < .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 2.5, p < .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference/Actual American 
preferences: t = 1.16, p > .05 
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Table 16 Question 4: Younger Male Professor in Informal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Home 
8 6 11 5 
Dr. + 1. 12 6 G 3 
~. __ • __ •• ~ ••• _ •• _.. ._ •••••••• " __ ....... _ •• __ ••• _. ___ • __ ., __ ._ •••• _. _ ••• N ••• _. ".M... • ••••••••••••• _ •• _ ••• ,_., .M ., ••••• "." ..... " ".. .... • • ••• _ ••• " .... 'H. " ...... _ ••...•.••....• ,._....... •••..• . ............ __ ............. _ .. ", •• " __ , .... . 
4 :.; 2 
~._ .. M_ .. _ ...... _ '''''¥ ._n ... _, .... _ ..... ~ .... _ ...... ~_ ... _ ........ . 
Prof. 9 21 17 27 
.. _ ...................... __ .• _ •• _ .... _._ .•• _ •• _.~ ..... _,_. __ • __ .~ ____ ......... __ . __ •. _ .............. _ •.•. __ •• ___ •.•• _,,_ .• _ ... _ ...... '- ._. ___ .•. _., __ ..... " .0., ..... ". " .• , .. ___ .• __ ............. ..." .. , .. _ ...•... _ •• ___ • __ •..•. _ ................... _."0 __ ,." .... __ .• 
Don 
Lic. 
Other 1 
+------ ------- Sa ------- ------+ 
...------
.. I ------- Sb ------+ 
------- sc 
+------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = -2.35, p < .05 
b. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -().43, p < .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in lJ.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 3.08, p < .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference! Actual American 
preferences: t = .288, p> .05 
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Table 17 Question 12: Younger Male Professor in Semi-formal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here PercePtion Home 
No 
FN 2 8 2 
................ 
Dr. + 1. 13 6 7 3 
... --....•....• --............ -- ..... . • ••••••• _~ .~ ___ •• • •••••••• N.. ............. ,' •••••••• _ ••• H ......... __ "_ • __ .... . 
Don 
Lie. 
Other 
... •.... - ...•...............•.. ~ ........... -... -.....•...............•............. ~ .........•.. -.. -.....•........ 2 
,,1·· .. 
..------ ------- ------- -------t> 
" ..... N.N'. ,", 'N' .... _ •• _~ ... ".,_ •• .,.... •••• • .,' ........ ,,_ ••• __ .... .., •• ,_. • .... ___ ._."" •• " .... "' ••••• ,_" ...... N'." "". 
+------ ------- ------- S b 
'f--_._-- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = 2.74, p < .05 
b. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -6.25, p < .05 
Co Puerto Ricans in lJ.S.lPerceptions of Americans: t = 2.83, p < .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference! Actual American 
preferences: t = .519, p> .05 
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Table 18 Question 16: Younger Male Professor in Formal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Home 
FN 3 5 
Dr. + L 15 6 7 1 
.. ~~ ....... ," .............................. § ............................................................... . 4 3 1 
Prof. 13 25 21 32 
Don 2 
Lie. 
Other 1 
+------ ------- NSa ------- -----_. 
H"" • .. ·._ •• _-.._ ••• _~ ... N •• ~ ••••• " •• ' ........ " .. _ .... ,. .... 'N. ,,'.'.m .•• _, ".' .... _ .......... " .. " "... • ,,'0' •.• " ........ .N."" ........... _,,___ .. ,_,w-, ", ... _.,,,. ___ ._ '" . "N ........ _ ...... ,. "_"" , ... ," ·N_.· • 
+------ ------- ------- Sh 
...... 
4------
~----- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = 3.62. p < .05 
h. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -7.07. P < .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 2.19. p < .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference/Actual American 
preferences: t = 1.89 • p> .05 
............. 
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difference between U.S. Puerto Rican and American address preferences. 
Tables 19 through 26 present the address patterns for the employers. The first 
two tables, Tables 19 and 20, deal with the address preferences for an older female 
, employer in informal and formal settings. In the informal setting, the Puerto Ricans 
seem to correctly perceive how Americans would address an older female employer, 
and also seem to use the same terms that Americans use here. Moreover, their usage 
here is not significantly different from their usage at home. In the formal setting the 
. results are slightly different: the Puerto Ricans did not correctly perceive what 
American would do, nor did their usage match that of the Americans. 'Ibeir usage 
here was the same as their perceptions, but since their perceptions were incorrect, 
their usage here did not match that of Americans. Instead, their usage here was 
similar to their usage at home. 'Ihe Puerto Rirans tended to prefer Tl.N more than I~N, 
the American preference. 
Tables 21 and 22 present the response patterns for an older male employer in 
the informal and formal settings. The response pattern for the older male employer 
situation is similar to that of the older female employer with the exception of the 
difference between Puerto Ricans' usage here and their perceptions of American 
usage in the informal setting. In the informal setting the Puerto Ricans' usage here 
differed from their perceptions of Americans' usage and more closely matched their 
usage at home. In other words, their perceptions of Americans were fairly on target, 
but they did not alter their usage here to match these perceptions. 
In the formal setting, the Puerto Ricans did not correctly perceive American 
preferences, which is indicated by their preferences here differing from American 
preferences. They once again appear to prefer the same terms they do at home. The 
Puerto Ricans seem to prefer lLN over FN (the American preference) as they did with 
the older female employer. 
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Table 19 Question 5: Older Female Employer in Informal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Home 
No 
.. -......... _.. ...... ..".. .............. ..... ...... . . •. -......... ........ .... ..... . ..•. - -............... -............................... - .............. -.......................... - ..... -. . 
FN 23 13 15 10 
., .. ~.~ ",8 •.••. •..•. H.". •..•. "",. _.8"_"'H."_" 8"8_""'_' .. " .. "' ....... _,, ___ "N' ........ ,..... . .............. _.~ .......... ' ___ ........ _ ..... _ ......... _ ........... _... .. •.• " ... ,_N." ... ,' •••••••••• "' .... _. N •. .......................... ____ ........ ___ ..• " ...... .. 
23 
.. , ... -.. -........ ~ .. ,.-.--.. - . 
Dona 4 
Other 2 
~-----
+------ ------- ------- ------+ 
.------- NSL-- -----_. 
<4------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = -1.3, p >.05 
h. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -1.87, p > .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 8.13 x 10-1, p >.05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference! Actual American 
preferences: t = .853, p > .05 
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Table 20 Question 17: Older I;emale Employer in Formal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception 
No 
PN 23 9 9 
28 ~. 
Dona 
Other 
18 28 
.. -........... .. 
.. _ ...... ---...... "'1·" ....... 
+-------- ------- sa ------+ 
+------ -------
.... 
+------ ------+ 
4------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = 2.97, p <.05 
h. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -1.96, p >.05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 0, p >.05 
Home 
6 
26 
5 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference! Actual American 
preferences: t = 2.97, p <.05 
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Table 21 Question 6: Older Male Employer in Informal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here PerccQtion Home 
No 
fN 24 12 16 
.M~~ ............. . 15 25 . . ... " ...... ,~ ... -..... -~ 21 
11 
22 
Don 
Other 2 1 
0------ ------- NSa ------- ------.,. 
+------ -----~ 
_----- ------- Sc----- -----_ 
'4------- ------- ------- ------. 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = -1.72, p >.05 
b. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -1.53, P >.05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.lPcrrcptions of Americans: t = 2.09 x 10<~, p <.05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference! Actual American 
preferences: t = .83 p >.05 
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Table 22 Question 22: Older Male Employer in Formal Setting 
Americans 
No 
FN 24 
-.. _, .",,-.'~.-.~ .". ..... . ...... --.-.~. '" ..... .,- ......... -~ ----.. -....... _--_ .. ---_. ,-"'--" 
M,.,,:._ ...... __ ........ E ... ___ ......... _ .. . 
Don 
Other 
.-.----- -------
+------ ------- -------
Puerto Ricans 
Here 
8 
29 
+------
+------
PercePtion 
11 
26 
• •••• ¥ •••••••••• "-" ••• 
-------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = 3.52, p <.05 
h. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -1.71, p >.05 
c. Puerto Ricans in UoS.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 1.36, p >.05 
Ilome 
6 
28 
3 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference/ Actua1 American 
preferences: t = 2.6, p <.05 
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Tables 23 and 24 illustrate the response patterns for the younger female 
employer situation. Tahle 23 shows that the only significant difference in the 
informal setting was between Puerto Ricans' preferences here and their preferences 
at home. 'Ibis is probably because the Puerto Ricans' preferences at home included 
the address "Don," while those for the United States situation did not. Unlike the 
informal situation, in which only one comparison -- Puerto Ricans here vs. at home --
indicated a statistically signigicant difference, in the formal setting, three of the four 
comparisons showed statistically significant differences. 'lbe only comparison not 
significant was between the Puerto Rican preferences here and their perceptions of 
Americans, thus indicating that they are using the terms they think Americans would 
use (in this case, erroneously). Because their perceptions of Americans were 
inaccurate, their usage here differed from American usage. Even though the Puerto 
Ricans seemed to prefer FN less than the Americans did, they chose to use FN here 
more than they did at home, accounting for the difference in their usage here and at 
home. 
Tables 25 and 26 are the last tables in this subsection; they present the response 
patterns with a younger male employer. In the informal setting, there were no 
significant differences among the four types of preferences. Many Puerto Ricans 
seem to have an accurate perception of American usage. Their usage here matched 
not only American usage and their perceptions thereof, but also their usage at home. 
In the formal setting, American usage was significantly different from Puerto 
Rican usage here, and from what Puerto Ricans perreived it to be. Most Puerto Ricans 
seemed to be using the same terms they would at home, and not what they perceived 
Americans to use. The Puerto Ricans once again seemed to think that Americans use 
TLN more frequently than they actually do, thus they used UN more frequently. 
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Tab1e 23 Question 7: Younger Female Employer in Informal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Home 
No 
.,, __ •• _._._._'" ___ _ ..... "." ~M "~"'_~'_"" _ '" _ .,. __ •••• 
FN 23 13 13 9 
~ .. '"-'" '-' .. -.......... ~., -_ .. _-, .... " ~-...... _ .. - '-- .- "'-' " ... '" . __ .n_. _" •... ~ .. _ " .. _ .•• '~.h .... ___ . '.'PH ....... ,_" ".. ,. __ ._ ••• _ ..... , ......... "~_. ,_~ .. _ •• ,_ ...... _. _ .~._ ....... * ___ .• _~ ..... . 
17 24 24 L~ 
Dona 5 
"~ .. ~_ .... _ ..... ___ ... __ . ___ .~ ..... __ .• ______ ... __ ... ___ ., ._'. _._ .. _._ .. _ ••.. _~ __ ._ •.. _ .... ___ NO N'."._ .. ,._ .... _ 
Other 
+------ ------- NSa ------- ------
+------ ------- ------- ------- -------+ 
-------+ 
+------ ------- -------
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = -1.57, p >.05 
b. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -2.31, p <.05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.lPerceptions of Americans: t = 0, p >.05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference/Actual American 
preferences: t = 1.57, p >.05 
4S 
Table 24 Question 23: Younger Female Employer in Formal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
}fere Perception Horne 
FN 23 8 11 4 
~ , ••••• ~ .. ~~_ •• ~~ •• ~...... • "'~"""" , ....... MM·· "',,' ••••• _ " •• _ ••••••••••• ~ ......... ~ •••• __ ..... _ ••• _. _ ••••• 
]!.) 26 ]!.J 
...•.• ,.- .... -. f··· .... ---•...• - ........ -... ..••.....•.... .... . .......................... -'. ...• . .. --. ...•• . ..•.•.•......... " .•..•.. 
Dofta 4 
_. __ ._.~ ••• ____ ." __ ._ •• _. _. ____ ••••• _ ...... __ •• ___ .~ •••••••• _ ................ ,._ •••• ~._ •• _~ __ •• "_"_' __ ""'''' •• _.,._ •• _____ .. ,. •••• .M ....... _ ........... _ ..... __ .. ' ............... _." • __ • ___ .w ............ '" ••••• _ ••• 
Other 
.------ -------
sa 
-------. 
+------- ------- ------- ------- -------+ 
------ ------- NSc--- -----.-.. 
+------ ------- -------
_______ _______ _J ___ -+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = 3.27, p < .05 
b. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at horne: t == -2.25, p < .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.!Perceptions of Americans: t = 1.36, p> .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference! Actual American 
preferences: t = 2A, p < .05 
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Table 25 Question 8: Younger Male Employer in Informal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here Perception Home 
No 
.~ ... ~.-' .- ~--- . 
24 q. ...._.. ...._ ... J.:~ .... _ .... __ . ...1.:>' .. _ 
16 24 22 21 
.............. ._ ••• __ ••• p ....... - ._ •• '--- ••• -•• - ••• -..... •••• • _ •• - -_.,. ". __ •••••••••••••• __ •• - • .-••••••••••••••••• '-' _ ••••••••• __ •• " •• ~..... • 
1?.9. ~.. . ........ ._ .... __ . __ ._._ .... _ ............... _._ .............. _ ....... . 
Other 
.. ' . 
------- -----~ 
+------- -------
.------ -------
............... _-_ ... _ ................. " 
+------ ------- ------- ------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! I\mericans in U.S. t = 1.78, p> .05 
h. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = 3.29 x 10-1, P > .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in lJ.S.lPerceptions of Americans: t = 1.43, p> .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference/Actual American 
preferences: t = 1.30, p> .05 
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Table 26_Question 24: Younger Male Employ-,cr in Formal Setting 
Americans Puerto Ricans 
Here PercePtion 
No 
FN 23 8 
}~:t,.".~,_ ...... _._._ " ....... J~t __ " .._ ..."." ..... ",,_ ................. , ... " .".". 
11 
26 
......... ......... •.••..... ~ .. '. ,.'-- "" .•.... . ......... -... ~.-.. -.. -~ ......... _ •.....• , .. 
Don 
Other 
..... --.. ,.~- -... ~ ....•.. , ....... "', .. ~ .. - .. ~~~ ....... -.•.• -.. .-.. -.. --.....•.......... _ ..... ,. 
4------- ------- sa ------- -------+ 
"" . 
Home 
4 
l!-) 
4 
. ..... 
+------ ------- ------- ------- ------+ 
------ ------- NSc---
........................ , .. _ ........ . 
+------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------+ 
a. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Americans in U.S. t = 3.6, p < .05 
h. Puerto Ricans in U.S.! Puerto Ricans at home: t = -1.14, p> .05 
c. Puerto Ricans in U.S.lPerccptions of Amcricans: t = 1.36, p> .05 
d. Puerto Rican perceptions of American preference/Actual American 
preferences: t = 2.68, p < .05 
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Summary_oLl1cmAnaly.s.is 
Tables 27 through 30 present an overview of the statistically significant 
differences found between the various responses in all the situations: between 
preferences of Puerto Ricans in the U.S. and American preferences (Table 27), 
between preferences of Pueno Ricans in the U.S. and at home (Table 28), between 
what Puerto Ricans prefer in the U.S. and what they believe Americans do (Table 29), 
and what Pueno Ricans in the U.S. believe Americans prefer and what they actually 
do (Table 30). An "S" indicates a statistically significant difference between the two 
types of responses being compared; an "NS" indicates nonsignificance. The numbers 
refer to the item number on the questionnaire. 
The results of the t-test comparing the response pattern of Pueno Ricans in the 
U.S. and the response pattern of Americans in the U.S., presented in Table 27, indicate 
that all preferences in the formal setting were significantly different. Though both 
the Americans and the Puerto Ricans used TLN with professors, the Puerto Ricans 
seemed to prefer the more specific academic title "Professor" over the ambiguous title 
of "Doctor" preferred by Americans. It is difficult to judge which of the two titles is 
more formal, but it seems that "Professor" is slightly more formal in the academic 
setting. Thus, the Puerto Ricans tend to be slightly more formal when addressing a 
professor in the formal setting. 
This preference for formality in the formal setting is evident not only with the 
professors but also with the employees. When addressing employers, the Puerto 
Ricans preferred the more formal M_. + LN, compared to the American preference of 
I;N, at least in the formal setting. 
In the semi-formal setting, the address preferences toward the male professors 
were significantly different because the Puerto Ricans were again more formal, but 
they were not significantly different toward the female professors, where the 
formality by Puerto Ricans lessened somewhat. 
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In the informal selting, the address preferences toward all professors were 
significantly different, as in the formal setting. For employers in this setting, 
however, the address preferences were not significantly different. Thus, overall, the 
Puerto Ricans were more formal than the Americans when addressing professors in 
all settings, and more formal than the Americans when addressing employers in a 
formal setting. 
Table 28 compares the Puerto Rican responses according to what they prefer to 
use in the United States mainland versus what they prefer at home. 1be address 
preferences toward all professors and the younger male employer are significantly 
different in all settings. More Puerto Ricans chose to address a professor here with 
FN, "Doctor", and TLN, which arc less formal terms than "Professor", which was the 
preferred term in Puerto Rico. More Puerto Ricans chose I~N to address the younger 
male employer here; this was also less formal than the preference to use TLN at home 
in Puerto Rico. There was more variability in the terms chosen for use here when 
compared to terms chosen for use in Puerto Rico, with a tendency for the terms used 
in Puerto Rico to be more formal. 
Table 29 compares the Puerto Rican responses according to what they prefer 
here versus their perceptions of American preferences. The results of the t-test 
comparing the response pattern of Puerto Ricans in the U.S. and the response pattern 
of Puerto Ricans perceptions of American preferences indicate that address 
preferences toward all professors are significantly different in all three settings -
formal, semi-formal, and informal. This difference was due to the Puerto Ricans not 
follo,ving the American preference for Dr. + LN. For the employers, the only 
difference found was with the older female employer in the informal setting, where 
Puerto Ricans did not use FN as frequently as the American did. It seems that the 
Puerto Ricans are not using the terms they deem to be correct. They did, however, 
so 
follow the American preferences for not only all employers in the formal setting, but 
also the older male and younger male and female employers in the informal setting. 
Table 30 compares the responses according to Puerto Rican perceptions of 
American preferences versus actual American preferences. On the whole, the Puerto 
Ricans were fairly accurate in perceiving American preferences. The only situation 
where they were not accurate was with the employers in the formal setting: 
Americans tended to usc r;N and the Puerto Ricans thought they used 'I1.N. For 
professors in this setting, they were on target, suggesting perhaps that they may be 
more familiar with this type of situation. The results presented in this table indicate 
that the Puerto Ricans seem to have achieved an accurate level of pragmatic 
competence with regard to "knowing" American preferences, at least in situations 
involving professors. They do not, however, always usc such knowledge in selecting 
address terms, as was seen in Table 29. 
Table 27 Puerto Ricans in U.S. vs. Americans in U.S. 
Addressee 
Professors Employers 
Situation Older Younger Older Younger 
f I M F J M F I M F 1 M 
Formal 1113 #14 #15 #16 /117 #]8 #19 #20 
S S S S S S S S 
Semi-formal #t) #10 #11 #12 
NS S NS S 
Informal #1 #2 #3 #4 It5 #6 It? 118 
S S S S NS NS NS NS 
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Table 28 Puerto Ricans in U S vs Puerto Ricans in Puerto Rico .. . 
Addressee 
Professors Employers 
Situa tion Older ¥oun_ger Older Younger 
f I M F I M I; I M F I M 
Formal #13 #14 illS #16 #17 #18 #19 1120 
S S S S NS NS NS S 
Semi-formal #9 1110 #11 #12 
S S S S 
Informal #1 #2 1/3 1/4 ItS 116 117 #8 
S S S S NS NS NS S 
T bl 2<) P a e uerto R' , lJ S lCans In .•. vs. P uerto R' leans P en:epttons 0 fA men cans 
Addressee 
Professors Employers 
Situation Older Younger Older Younger 
F I M I; 1 M F I M F 1 M 
formal 1113 1/14 #15 1/16 1117 #18 #1<) 1/20 
S S S S NS NS NS NS 
Semi-formal 1/9 1/10 1/11 1112 
S S S S 
Informal ttl #2 1/3 1/4 #5 #6 #7 #8 
S S S S S NS NS NS 
T hI 30 P a e . uerto R' !Can p ercePtlOns 0 fA . lJ S mencans In . .. vs. Am . . lJ S. en cans In 
Addressee 
Professors Employers 
Situation Older Youn~er Older Younger 
I; I M F I M F I M F I M 
Formal ft13 tt14 #15 #16 #17 #18 #19 t/20 
NS NS NS NS S S S S 
Semi-formal l/<) #10 1111 #12 
NS NS NS NS 
Informal #1 tt2 #3 1/4 /i5 116 #7 #8 
NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
S2 
£.rufidcnQ'_Lcy.cLAnalysis 
In this section, the response preferenres for each of the three proficiency 
levels will be presented for each of the twenty situations. The tables should be read as 
follows. The person being addressed is listed in the title. The cells contain the number 
of people choosing each of the possible terms of address, which are listed on the left. 
The columns are broken into three sections by level of formality (i.e., Informal, Semi-
formal, Formal), and then further broken down into subsections by proficiency level 
(i.e., 1.0, Mid, Hi); the number of Americans responding also appears in the 
proficiency level subsection. lbe tables arc grouped according to type of preference: 
Puerto Rican address preferences in the United States, Puerto Rican perceptions of 
Amerkan address preferences, and Puerto Rican address preferences in Puerto Rico. 
Thus, all of the responses involving, for example, Puerto Rican address preferences in 
the United States, appear together: older male professor, older female professor, 
younger female professor, younger male professor, older female employer, older male 
employer, younger female employer, and younger male employer. In order to 
determine the differences that exist among the different proficiency levels, t-tests 
were done on each of the proficiency levels. The following tables state only whether 
or not the differences were significant; the t values arc induded in Appendix F. 
P..u.enu Rican Address PreferenceS .. in...1hc...l1ni.tcd1i1ate.s 
The responses to Puerto Rican address preferences in the United States toward 
the professors appear in Tables 31 through 34. When addressing professors here in 
the United States, the majority of all proficiency levels chose to use Professor + LN and 
only one low level subject chose Dr. + LN. The majority of the American control group 
chose to use Dr. + LN. Although in general, with an increase in proficiency level, the 
variation in terms of address seems to increase, (i.e., more than the option" Professor" 
is selected), only three significant differences were found: between the Lo and Mid 
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Table 31 Older Male Professor 
Formal Semi-Formal Informal 
1.0 Mid Hi Am. Lo Mid Hi Am. Lo Mid IIi Am. 
N=10 N=12 N=lS N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N=10 N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 2 
FN 1 1 2 1 1 1 
-.-" .............. - ......... - ... - .. - ..... --.-.... -.. -..... --.-f----........ -......... ---.- . -._ .... _ ..................... -- ....... - ... - ... - ....... -.. - ..... -.. -----.... -- ---.... -
Dr. 2 4 20 3 4 20 2 4 20 
""'" ....... --................. -,,- .----.-.. -..... - -., .... - ............................ -_ .. - .... - ....... -... --.. -............ -.-.. -- -- .... -... "-." ..... - ..... --.... t-. --"'''-'-''. '''.'' •.. 
M. 2 1 . ...6" _, J,'~....... 1 ... _~.. 2 :~ 12 
Prof. 10 6 10 12 8 (, 10 13 8 7 8 8 
Don 
Lie 
Other 1 1 1 
NS --+ NS - ..... NS - ..... 
·l~~~~s-- +--.. ·f NS --~ I I+-- NS --+ 
...... ........ " ...... " ...... J ............... -.. -. 
+-- NS - ..... 
" .. .'" ",. . ...... . 
J -- NS - ..... 
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, Table 32 Older Female Professor 
Formal Semi-Formal Informal 
1.0 Mid Hi Am. Lo Mid Hi Am. 1.0 Mid Hi Am. 
N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N=lO N=12 N=15 N=41 N=lO N=12 N=lS N=41 
No Add 
1 3 5 231 3 4 
,,-_ .......... ,- ......... _ .. _._- .............. _" ---"-"- ._--_ ... _- .. _ ....... __ ._ ... ----,._ .. _ ... __ ...... - " ........ __ . ---'--"-""' •... -•..... -- •... 
M. 3 2 9 1 4 2 6 2 5 S 11 
" .... --" .. ~ .. . .... ~ -- ._ ..... -.. . .. 
Prof. 8 5 9 11 9 3 9 13 7 4 6 <) 
..... "." ........ __ ...... . 
Dona 
- , ....... _ ...... ' 
Other 
--_ ........ -............ _ ... ,- ..... ,........... . .,.-.. _-........ . 
-- NS -- NS --
. -. --. I' -
S --1--- NS --~-. 
... -............. -... J .. ........ -.... . 
-- NS --
.. -Of---N~ .~~-
ss 
Table 33 Youngcr Female Profcssor 
Formal Semi-formal Informal 
Lo Mid Hi Am. 1.0 Mid Hi Am. 1.0 Mid iii Am. 
N=1O N=12 N=IS N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N=1O N=12 N=lS N=41 
1 1 
FN 1 2 1 314 1 3 1 5 
~~~ .... " .... -"""'-~ .. - ....... ~ .. ~ ..... - ........ ~ .... -..... -, ... ,. , ... , •......... ",. ~ _. -. ., .... - •• ' "-"~ .. •• '."... • •••• ••• .'-'" -- "¥- • ~'"" . •... ~ .- .. " 
Dr. 1 2 4 16 1 
._,,' " .... -..... ,_. ", ....... , .............. ,- ................... , ..... _-----" , ... __ ...... .. 4]2 2 4 14 
2 13 
Prof. <) 6 <) 13 <) 4 8 13 8 3 8 8 
.. " ..•.. " ..... _ '··_.A .•. _ ....... _ ..... ~. __ • __ ._ "" __ ,,, ___ ~ .. 
..w.·· .. _· __ .•••..•• ",_,. 
Dona 1 1 
Licda. 
.. ............ - ""··'·"_"1-·_· ...... . 
Other 
.. ,,'- ........ -................ . 
S6 
Table 34 Youm~er Male Professor 
Semi-Formal Informal 
to Mid Hi Am. 1.0 Mid Hi Am. Lo Mid IIi Am. 
N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
FN 
Dr. 2 4 
" ~. ~ .. _ ....... _ •. _ .• ~ .. ~ _ ... ·w. _'" _ ... ~ .. 
2 
3 
15 2 
. ... - ~.. . .... 
5 
4 13 
] 3 2 8 
.. ---. '''''-' 
2 4 12 
. M.._. __ ... _ .......... }. __ .. _ J .. _ .... Jt_._ ... _ ...... 1.. ...... ..... .1.9._ .L.... 3 11 
Prof. 4 9 
_ .... _ ........... . 
Don 1 
Other 1 
. .. , ........ . ...... 
4-- NS --+ 
·I~-~~E--
..... - NS --+ ..... - NS --+ i>:s __ .......... ~-T-~=:s __ I 
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group in the older female professor/semi-formal setting, hetween the 1.0 and Hi group 
in the older female professor/formal setting, and hetween the Lo and Mid group in the 
younger male professor/formal setting. 
The responses to Puerto Rican address preferences in the United States toward 
the employers appear in Tables 35 through 38. When addressing an employer here in 
the United States, the majority of all three proficiency levels chose to use M_. + LN, hut 
as proficiency level increased, this preference became less prominent, though not 
statistically significant except in one instance (i.e., between the Lo and Mid groups for 
the older female employer/formal setting). The Puerto Ricans preferences to use TLN 
are the opposite of the American preference, which is to use FN with all employers. 
Euerto Rican PercepliomLoLAmcril.:anJ:Tefcrcru:cs 
Tables 39 through 46 contain the responses as to how Puerto Ricans perceive 
Americans to address professors and employers. In most situations involving 
professors, the low level proficiency group erroneously helieves that Americans use 
Professor + LN, but as proficiency increases they hecome aware of the American use 
of Dr. + LN and M_. + LN. 'Ibis more closely matches the American preferences, thus 
the respondents seem to become more accurate as proficiency increases. 
for three of the four employers (i.e., older/younger males and younger female) 
in the formal setting, there were statistically significant differences between the Lo 
group and the Mid and Hi groups. The low level group perceives Americans to use M_. 
+ LN with employers and the intermediate and high level groups seem to he torn 
between FN and ~. + LN, which more closely matches actual American preferences. 
No differences were found among the levels in the informal setting. 
AddrcssJ~rcfcreru:cs ... oLP.u.enQ_.Ricans.Jn.J>-LlCn.oJlic.o. 
The responses of Puerto Ricans according to their address preferences in 
Puerto Rico are presented in tables 47 through 54. When addressing a professor at 
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Table 3S Older Female Employer 
Formal Informal 
1.0 Mid Hi Am Lo Mid Hi Am 
N=10 N=12 N=IS N=41 N=10 N=12 N=lS N=41 
No Add 
. -_._-._ ...... - ,- -_ ..... --. .... _." -............... , .. ...• -- ._.-.................... _ ......................... - "--'" -.......... - .. .. 
FN 1 3 S 23 2 4 7 23 
__ , ....•. _ .......•. _ ..... _ ..... ..•. •.•.. .. .... _~._ • , ....................... _.. . .... ·._·v.w· .• ··, __ ._ . __ ........................ _ ....... - '''-' 
M. 9 <) 10 18 8 8 8 16 
...... ___ ••• __ ...... _ •• ~_. _ •• _ •• ~ ... __ •• _., • __ ._ .... __ ' ••• h ••••••• 'h_ ... __ ."_' ••••••••••• -. ..... _ ._. _ •• _ ••••• ,.... .. •• _ •• , , •• ,, __ • _ •• ~, .... _ •• 
-.....• -... --..... . ... -.... -.. ~ .... ---...... _-." ....... " 
Dona 
Other 
Table 36 Older Male Employer 
No Add 
FN 
M. 
Don 
Other 
Formal 
Lo Mid Hi Am 
N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 
10 
0--
3 
<) 
NS 
S 
10 
24 
17 
2 
+-- NS - ..... 
+-- N~ _~-" I 
1 +-- NS --
Informal 
1.0 Mid IIi Am 
N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 
2 4 (, 24 
<) 15 
.. - .... 
S9 
Table 37 Younger Female Employer 
Formal Informal 
1.0 Mid Hi Am 1.0 Mid Iii Am 
N=10 N=12 N=15 N41 N=10 N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
...... .... . 
fN 4 4 23 5 7 23 
.- ... -", ~ ~ ... ~ •.... ... 
M. 10 R I 1 IR 9 7 R 17 
-..• ~. ~ .. -.. .... "~' .-
-
, .. ~--. _w .. ¥,·_.N . .. 
Dona 
Other 
+-- NS --+ NS --+ 
~~~~I-~-N~ '-- N~ .. ~_" 0' J -- NS --
T hI 3R Y a e . ()Unger M I r a e ~mp.oyer 
Formal Informal 
l.o Mid iii Am Lo Mid Hi Am 
N=lO N=12 N=15 N--41 N=lO N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
.~ ".' . . ., . .. , . 
I;N 3 4 23 2 5 6 24 
.. -' ~ ... .. " .. ... .. .. .. 
M. 10 <) 11 18 8 7 <) 16 
.. 
Don 
,-_."._- ... . -- ., .. ~.~. _ ..... " .. .... _. ...... , .. . ...... - . . .. ~._ n • ..... . .... 
--
Other 1 
-. -. 
--
NS 
-- --
NS --+ 
'-. .... .. . .•. --- .. "." 
r 
. ,. .. 
__ . __ 4_'. 
.. .. 
J 
.. ., --.~ ~ --....• ..~ .. -_ .. 
-- NS -- +-- NS --
1--
... 
1--
.. 
NS 
--
NS --+ 
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Table 39 Older Malc Profcssor 
Semi-rormal Informal 
1.0 Mid iii Am. Lo Mid IIi Am. 1.0 Mid Hi Am. 
N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N41 
No Add 2 
.Rr·_. ______ ... ___ ~ ____ ._~ ______ .?':Q._. __ . ___ .1 ______ ~ ___ .. _ .Al _______ . _ . _____ .. _6 
M. 1 
Prof. 10 4 7 
6 
12 
Don 
Lie 
Other 
S 
S -- 1--- ----. 
1 ~-NS --
2 5 __ ._ ..... _ ... 3 
8 4 7 
1 
S -- ~- S --+ 
-- s-~I .....  
1-- NS .~-
-.. Sr-:·1 
-- NS --
20 
12 
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Table 40 Older female Professor 
h>rmal Semi-Formal Informal 
Lo Mid Hi Am. Lo Mid Hi Am. 1.0 Mid Hi Am. 
N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N=lO N=12 N=15 N-tl N=lO NaI2 N=15 No.41 
No Add 
FN .. _____ . .~._ .... _l-_ ... _ .. 5 4 2 3 6 2 4 
Dr. 2 5 ]6 3 5 18 5 17 
. ~h_. 
-". '._-" .. . .. -~-.-
M. 1 2 2 9 1 2 2 6 3 () 11 
.. ... . .. . .. 
- . 
Prof. 8 3 6 11 9 3 6 13 8 2 2 <) 
Dona 
Licda . 
•... ..••.. , . 
Other 
NS .~.-+ ...... 
--- .. S'l-~ ] 
+-- NS --+ 
S --+ 
Sl~~'~s~_ 
S --+ 
........ ~~~- r 
l ~~ .. ~---
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Tahle 41 Younger female Professor 
Formal Semi-Formal Informal 
1.0 Mid Iii Am. 1.0 Mid IIi Am. 1.0 Mid Hi Am. 
N=10 N=12 N=lS N=41 N=10 N=12 N=15 N=41 N=10 N=12 N=lS N=41 
No Add 1 
-_ .... __ .........•.................. -- _ .... _ .. _ .. ""--' ._ .....•. __ .. __ .. _-. _ ........ " .. """"'-' -"-""- ..... -- .. -....... . 
2 1 4 3 4 1 5 3 
... .. ,-_ ... -, ....... "' -,_ . 
Dr. r,··,,·····- .... tIS -.~,- ... -.-.. - - ....... - .... . I() 2 5 12 . " -- . - " .. ~ . -. 5 
M..: ...... _.. ._._ .. _.~_ ....... _ .. __ .9 ... ___ .... _ ......... 4_ .. __ ... _. .. 12 3 3 
Prof. 9 4 6 13 9 2 6 13 
--... - .. ... ... . "'--'" "'-" _... _ .... -. - -. '--'--' . .... _ .. - --- ......•. - •...... -.-
Dona 
Lkda. 
Other 
--
....•.. 
NS --+ 
1 ~~~s~-
...-- S - ...... 
--.~ '~~T 
""~'I-~' 'N~-~-+ 
9 3 4 
s -..... 
5 
14 
13 
8 
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Table 42 Younger Male Professor 
Formal Semi-Formal Informal 
1.0 Mid Hi Am. 1.0 Mid IIi Am. 1.0 Mid IIi Am. 
N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N=10 N=12 N=15 N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 2 
fN 4 
•...... _-_ ....•.. -.- "-_ ......... -
Dr. 2 
2 
Prof. 10 
Don 
Lie 
Other 
1 3 1 
.-... - ."~-.... ~-
5 15 2 
8 2 
7 13 <) 
.. ... . .•. ... ... . ... .. ,. -..... 
................. -............ --_ ...... . 
3 5 
5 13 
10 
<) 
3 4 
2 
3 
5 
5 
8 
12 
11 
<) 
1 1 
-- S .-- S - .... 
--yc- I 
1-- NS --
-- NlS· -.~ ,. 
-- NS --
Table 43 Older Female Employer 
Formal 
1.0 Mid Hi Am 
N=IO N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
FN 4 4 23 
M. <) 8 11 18 
Dona 
Other 
NS 
---- --------- -- ---------- --- --- - --,- ---
NS ----l---N~ --
Table 44 Older Male Employer 
Formal 
1.0 Mid Hi Am 
N=IO N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
.. ".~ ... ~."" ....... 
FN 5 24 
M. 10 7 17 
Don 
Other 
--
s 
SC ~sl_-
---
64 
Informal 
1.0 Mid Hi Am 
N=lO N=12 N=15 N=-41 
--
-.. -.-.~--
2 4 <) 23 
.-... -
- -
--
8 8 6 16 
....• 
.. '.'. 
2 
-- NS ~~- ~S- -- T-- --
-1-- N~ --
Informal 
Lo Mid Hi Am 
N=IO N=12 N=lS N=41 
7 b 
NS --
7 
8 
-- NS ~- I 
1-- NS --
24 
15 
2 
6S 
Tahle 45 Younger Female Employer 
Informal 
1.0 Mid II i Am 1.0 Mid iii Am 
N=1O N=12 N=lS N=41 N=10 N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
_ ... -.. ..... .. ,. __ .. - . -... - _ ... - ._ ...... " 
FN 5 6 23 5 7 23 
~_ ... _"~ .... _.... _w_ _ .. _ .......... __ "." .. 
... ... -'~"-"'" -._.- -
M. 10 7 9 18 7 8 17 
Dona 
Other 
--
S NS --
NS -- ,. r'" 
1-- NS--
T hI 4f Y a e ) (>unger M I E ae 'mployer 
Formal Informal 
Lo Mid Iii Am Lo Mid iii Am 
N=lO N=12 N=IS N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
• .•• ,. "P'" I ... - . • 'ow _ ~ ••• • N •• •• . ". - .. - ,,_ .... . . 
FN 5 5 23 2 6 7 24 
.. .. .. ' ... ..' . 
.' 
M. 10 7 10 18 8 6 8 16 
... - . 
." 
Don 
... . ..... .. . ... -.~- •.. .. ... -..... ..... . . ~ .. ... . .. ... .. .... .. .. , .... .. . 
--
'''- . . .. 
-"'--
Other 1 
... 
--
S 
-- --
NS 
--•• w,," I. 
-- s -- f -- NS --c
1 
..... .-- 'w _. .... 
f --
"- -
-- NS -- NS --
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home in Puerto Rico, all three levels seemed definitively to prefer Professor + LN. 
This usage contrasts with the American preferences, which were varied, with Dr. + 
LN, f'.L. + l.N, and Professor + l.N being nearly equally chosen. Statistical differences 
between the levels showed up three times with the older female professor and two 
times with the older male professor. The majority of Puerto Rican respondents in all 
three proficiency groups chose to usc f'.L. + LN with employers at home in Puerto Rico. 
'Ibis is the opposite of what Americans usc, as the majority chose to usc FN with an 
employer. Statistically significant differences were found only in the formal setting 
for three of the four employer types: older/younger male and younger female. 
Sum mary _..oLErolkieno:_Lc\:cLAn alysis 
Due to the fact that the number of people in each proficiency group was very 
small, the differences in the means between proficiency levels were for the most part 
not significant. Another factor that could have caused this was an inaccur.lte 
assessment of which people should have been placed in earh of the levels (the 
reliability of the proficiency test was only .89). Nonetheless, some of the means were 
significantly different. 
The first table, Table 55, summarizes the differences among proficiency levels 
for Puerto Rican address preferences here in the United States. 'Inc only statistical 
differences found between the Lo and Mid groups were in the following three 
situations: the younger male professor in the formal setting (item 1/ 16), the older 
female employer in the formal setting (item 1/ 17), and the older female professor in 
the semi-formal setting (item #10). Only one difference was found between the to and 
IIi groups: the older female professor in the formal setting (item 1/14). 
Table 56 presents the differences among proficiency levels for the Puerto 
Rican address preferences at home in Puerto Ricans. There were a greater number of 
statistically significant differences between the proficiency levels here than with the 
Puerto Rican preferences in the u.S. (10 vs. 4 respectively). Of the ten instances, five 
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Table 47 Older Male Professor 
Formal Semi-formal Informal 
1.0 Mid iii Am. 1.0 Mid Hi Am. Lo Mid Iii Am. 
N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N .. 10 N=12 N=15 N-41 N=1O N-12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
• -. .,' _.._. ~ _. __ ••••• A"~ 
FN 
Dr. 2 
._. ........... .. . ..... - .... ,.. .. . 
M. 
Prof. 10 8 13 
2 
20 
6 
12 
3 
10 8 
2 
1 20 1 20 
"'-' >-'..... . ... - •. - •. .. - ..•.. -. - ....... -
5 
13 9 
2 
8 
4 12 
10 8 
~n 1 
Lie 1 
Other 
-- NS -- -- NS -- S --·I~~~~s-~ NS,-- r .. 1 .... - NS --0 ---- r~~s --
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Table 48 Older Female Professor 
No Add 
FN 
Dr. 
M. 
Prof. 
Dona 
l.irda. 
Other 
Formal Semi~Formal Informal 
Lo Mid IIi Am. Lo Mid iii Am. Lo Mid Hi Am. 
N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N=10 N=12 N=15 N-41 N=lO N=12 N .. 15 N-41 
1 
S 
I --_ .. 
1 _ .. _~ ___ ._ .. _ .. _._ .. 1.._ ....... _ ... _____ .. ..~ .... __________ ... 
1 1 16 2 
-_ .. _.- -'"- -.--- --- --.. --- --.... ------- ------. 
2 1 
13 
<) 3 2. 
7 11 10 (, 12 
1 
........ 
.. ... , .... 
18 
• .... __ • _ .... ••••• H _. _ , ••• _. __ .. , _~_~_ ••• " 
13 
3 
8 
5 
<) 
+-- NS --4 NS --+ -- S - .... 
I~~~s-- . -- S -~ r .. .. '-" ···-r .... 1-- NS - .... . .. Nls~~~1 -- S --. 
4 
17 
II 
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Table 41) Younger female Professor 
Formal Scmi-Formal Informal 
1.0 Mid lli Am. 1.0 f\tid Hi Am. 1.0 Mid iii Am. 
N=10 N=12 N=15 *-41 N=JO N=J2 N=15 N=4J N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
FN 1 2 5 
.--- ..... '''- ---" .... - -.---.-. -... "-' 
Dr. 1 16 1 1 12 14 
~-.- ... 
_. 
--. 
M. 9 3 12 3 
.. " ..... .. ...• _--
_ . 
...... ... .. 
Prof. <) 10 13 13 <) 8 12 13 I) 8 
--_ ..• - w"w •• .. _".ow_ ... - _. - .... -- ..... .. 
Dona 1 
Urda. 
.... ". _.. ''''' .. 
Other 
NS --+ 
N',s ;~T.·_. 
-- NS --+ 
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Table SO Younger Male Professor 
No Add 
FN 
Dr. 
M. 
Pro f. 
Don 
Lie 
Other 
..... .. .. 
formal Scmi-Formal Informal 
1.0 Mid IIi Am. 1.0 Mid IIi Am. 1.0 Mid Hi Am. 
N=1O N=12 N=IS N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 
1 
,,"" 
15 
••• _ ••• ~ ·w ... ""'_ •• _ 
8 
10 () 14 13 <) 
.- ._.,,- ".- ---
2 
NS 
--...... .. ..... -. '1-
NS --+ 
· .. r .... ··_· .. _ .. _. 
1-- NS --
... .. _ ... - .. " - ~ .-
1 5 
.. - .. -~- '" ._, .~ .. 
2 13 
1 10 
<) 12 13 
...... , .. , 
NS --
NS --I" 
. r--- .... - ...... --
-- NS --
<) 
2 
2 
7 
... 
2 
2 
1 
11 
..... 
-- NS --
NS --I 
-T---NS --
8 
12 
11 
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Tahle 51 Older Female Employer 
Formal Informal 
1.0 Mid Hi Am 1.0 Mid IIi Am 
N=JO N=12 N=15 N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
.. ." .~ .. . ... 
FN 1 4 23 2 2 (, 23 
.... ~.- ~ ... ---- ... ~ ..•.. _ .. ~ .... _. ..... 
_ .. 
.. 
M. 9 7 10 18 8 8 7 16 
... .. _. 'H"'_' .. . -.. 
nona 4 2 2 2 
... 
Other 
+-- NS --.. +-- NS --.. 
~~C N~I_- NS--- ··1 
f -- NS --.. 
T hI 52 Old M I r a c . er ae :mpoyer 
Formal Informal 
1.0 Mid IIi Am 1.0 Mid IIi Am 
N=10 N=12 N=15 N=41 N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
.. 
... -
. .. . ,-, . . ... ... ~ .. -~ -... 
FN I 5 24 3 3 7 24 
. . .. ... - ",' 
M. ]() 8 10 17 7 6 8 15 
-". 
Don 3 3 
, -- - - .. .. -
. .. 
Other 2 
-
--
S 
--
+-- NS - ...... 
--
NS -...... I 
--
NS 
--
I 
-.. ··r ............ . .. 1--
..", 
-- S --+ NS 
--
Table 53 Younger l~emale Employer 
Formal 
Lo Mid Hi Am 
N=10 N= 12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
. . ..... _ ........ "... . ................ '''H'~'''''' H ......... _. ...•• . ......... _ ........ H... .•.. • ... 'H .... _. • ••.• _ •. _ 
f~ ... ,_ .. 
M. 
1 3 23 
-.. _ ... -,,,' .--........ -....... - " .. 
10 7 12 18 
Dona 4 
Other 
.. , ............. .. _ ... om._, __ """ .. "'_'" ,_, 
+-- NS ---+ 
........................ , ........................... [ ... .. 
+-- NS - .... 
............ ················_·r······· ....... . 
I+-- s -~ 
Table 54 Younger Male EmQloyer 
h>rmal 
Lo Mid Hi Am 
N=lO N=12 N=15 N=41 
No Add 
fN 
M. 10 10 18 
. -... '" .. ,." ..... 
Don 
Other 
s 
--> 
.. ... ;:=-._.~S r:"->"~' ] ..........  
+-- S --+ 
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Informal 
l.o Mid Hi Am 
N=1O N=12 N=15 N=41 
2 6 23 
• •••• _ •••• ·_· ••• _0 •• _ ... _ •• _ .................... c 
7 7 17 
3 2 
1 
Informal 
Lo Mid IIi Am 
N=10 N=12 N=15 N=41 
3 6 24 
7 8 <) 16 
1 
1 
NS 
~SI~ :~[_= ----
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Table 55 Puerto Ricans in U.S. 
Professors Employers 
Older Younger Oldcr Youngcr 
F M M F M F M 
#18 #19 #20 
... ..... " ... -", ....• _ . .-..•.•.. - .....•.... -... 
Lo/Mid NS NS NS S S NS NS NS 
Lo/Hi S NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
~ •••• , ......... _ ....... ~. ~." -. ~. ",. ~ .. ¥ "._." ... 
Mid/Hi NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
Semi-Formal #10 #9 #11 #12 
.. ··,.·""~_·'·N ... ·.·." .. ,,·. "N¥'~"_'''''_ N'''''. ,_" ••. ~~ .... ., .. . "N," .... m •• ¥' , .. , .... _ •• ' ..... _. __ ••••• " •••• ,~ •• ~ ..... _ •• ., •• _ ... "', .. 
I.o/Mid S NS NS NS 
...... ...... ...... .-... -...... .. 
Lo/Hi NS NS NS 
Mid/Hi NS NS NS NS 
Formal #2 #1 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 
. ,..... .. ....... --,- "" ..... ~ ... " .... . . ........... _. '". .-.... _- '" ......... ,... ''''" ....... _ .
Lo/Mid NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS "'- "."." ......................... -. 
Lo/Hi NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
"'""-- .- .......... . -.- .......... ~. , .. " .~ ....... ,,. .. -....... ~ .. -, .- .. _.- -...... _--
Mid/Iii NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
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Table S6 Puerto Ricans in Puerto Rico 
Professors Employers 
Older Younger Older Younger 
., 
M M M F M 
IOff!l.'!L ... _ .... ...... fll.4 . ..... _. JO 3.......lft?_. ___ {t!f>_ .. _ .. /(17 #18 #]9 #20 
Lo/ Mi~t .. __ ._ .... _ ........ _.~~ ._ ..... _._~~ __ ... _N~_ ..... __.~.~. __ ... _ _tJ_~_ NS NS NS 
.... . ~ .... 4"·· .... · . " .. ~ .. -..... '_ ... 
Lo/Hi NS NS NS NS 
.. , ... ~ , .. ' "'-' ~".' 
Mid/Hi NS NS NS NS 
Semi-Formal #10 #9 till #12 
l.o/Mid S NS NS NS 
Lo/Hi NS NS NS NS 
Mid/Hi NS NS NS NS 
Formal #2 #1 #3 #4 
.. '."' .. .. ~". ,,- . "- ..... . -..... , ... 
Lo/Mid NS S NS NS 
Lo/Hi S S NS NS 
Mid/Hi S NS NS NS 
... 
---
NS 
NS 
#5 
... ~.~, . 
NS 
••• , .~., __ ~._ ~ ••• _ o. 
NS 
NS 
S NS S 
S S S 
.. J!(J ... # 7. . . .!t~ 
NS NS NS 
NS NS NS 
NS NS NS 
.. 
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occurred with employers in the formal setting and four with older professors in the 
informal setting. 'Ibe tenth instance dealt with the older female professor in a semi-
formal setting. 
The final comparison made among proficiency levels was that between Puerto 
Ricans' perceptions of American preferences and American preferences, presented in 
Table 57. Here we find that the different proficiency groups exhibited the greatest 
number of significant variations: twenty-seven out of sixty comparisons. Thirteen 
statistical differences were found between the 1.0 and Mid groups and included the 
following situations: the older male and female professors in all three settings, the 
younger male and female professors in the formal and semi-formal settings, and the 
older male and younger female and male employers in the formal setting. 'Inc 
thirteen statistical differences found between the Lo and Hi groups were in the 
following situations: all professors in the semi-formal and informal setting, the male 
professors in the formal setting, and the older male and younger female and male 
employers in the formal setting. There was only one statistical difference found 
between the Mid and Hi groups, that of the older female professor in the informal 
setting. 
In conclusion, the results presented in this chapter show the following trends, 
regardless of proficiency level. One trend was for Puerto Ricans to address a 
professor, regardless of age, sex, or setting, by Professor + LN in both countries. This 
is not consistent with the predominant preference of the American respondents, who 
chose to address a professor with Dr. + LN. When addressing an employer, regardless 
of age, sex, or setting, the Puerto Ricans consistently chose to use Mr.lMs.lMrs.lMiss + 
LN both here in the United States and in Puerto Rico, and they often perceived 
Americans to do the same, at least in the formal setting. 1nis is not consistent with the 
preferences of the Americans, who chose to address an employer with FN. 
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Table 57 Puerto Rican Perceptions of American Preferences 
Professors Employers 
Older Younger Older Younger 
F M M F M M 
#19 #20 
S Lo/Mid 
••• ".,." ••• " .,," ..... -."_ ••••• _., .-" •••• "-•• ~ ....... "P" 
S S S S NS 
.... ~ ..... ~ ... . ...... S 
Lo/Hi NS S NS S NS s S 
........... ".··.· .. _·· .. _.·.·_.N ... · ... - .... 
..'-' 
_ .. - .... ~,.~ ......... ,.. _ .... . .. 
Mid/Hi NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
Lo/Mid S S S S 
.. __ ._ .. --" ....... _ ...... _ ............. _ .............. _ ... - ........ -....... -... --.- _ ..................... __ ............. _ ............. _ .... - ._._ .... _ ... _ .... __ ................ _ .. _. __ ........ ---.-.- .......... -...... ---...... -... -... ---.. --.. --...... -.- .... . 
Mid/Hi NS NS NS NS 
Formal #2 ! L .... ___ !LJ. #4 #5 #6 _.,"" ''''_Y''-'' _____ ... __ ~"". -. ___ _ #7 fl8 
Lo/Hi S S S S NS NS NS NS 
_".~~ __ •• _, •• ~ .. ____ ,." A'" _ ••• ~. U. __ .... ft .. .. -.~.~-~,., .- ,. .~ .. 
Mid/IIi S NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
When comparing the proficiency level groups, the low level showed less 
variation in preferences than the intermediate and high level groups, with the latter 
groups' preferences more dosely matching those of Americans. Had there been more 
significant differences between the intermediate and high level groups, more 
accurate distinctions could have been made. The lack of significant differences 
between the intermediate and high group may be due to improper designation of 
proficiency levels, a low test reliabilty, or random error. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
This study looks at Puerto Rican and American address preferences used with 
people of higher status. One important finding reveals that there is variation in 
native speaker preferences. Although the "Invariant Norms of Address" model 
proposed by Brown and Ford( 19(1) states that a person of lower status always addresses 
a person of higher status with TIN, that was not always the case in this study. 'Ine 
term of address seems to depend more on the type of higher status (i.e., professor vs. 
employer) than the higher status itself. The American responses showed that varying 
combinations of n.N (i.e., Dr., Mr., and Professor + LN) are preferred when addressing 
a professor, but FN is preferred when addressing an employer. This may be due to the 
fact that an employer usually has a more intimate relationship with an employee than 
a professor does with a student. Or perhaps the greater relaxation of social codes has 
made people of lower status feel more comfortable addressing a person of higher 
status with FN in the workplace. 
Not only should variation within a status-level be accounted for in a theory of 
address behavior, but perhaps another category should be added, the category of 
avoidance. Though "no address" was not a common response in this study, it seems 
that avoidance may be another step in the progression from acquaintance to intimacy. 
In future studies it would be interesting to know under what circumstances people 
avoid using any address at all. 
In addition to addressing the need for expansion of previous concepts, this 
study brings up other sociolinguistic points. When addressing a professor, regardless 
of sex, age, or formality of the situation, the Puerto Ricans consistently chose to use 
Professor + LN here in the United States and at home in Puerto Rico. Since the Spanish 
word for professor is the same in both languages, the Puerto Ricans may have been 
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literally translating what they would use in Spanish to what they use in English. This 
study may reveal something about cultural attitudes influencing second language 
learning. Although learning to address someone is one of the first steps in learning a 
second language, it appears that second language learners may be applying native 
patterns to terms of address. '[be Spanish language has a very extensive and 
structured system of address, more so than English. In Spanish there seems to be a 
wider selection of titles to choose from, with each title more specifically identifying 
the "highest degree, profession, job, or role" of the addressee (Noble and l..acasa, 1991). 
It seems that even though Spanish has some of the same words, their semantic values 
cause them to be used differently in the two languages. Because titles in Spanish more 
precisely describe the addressee, perhaps the distinction between the "academic" 
doctor and the "medical" doctor that is made in Spanish, caused Puerto Ricans to 
prefer Professor + LN. 
The effect of the larger repertory of address terms in Spanish was also 
evidenced in address preferences with employers. A small number of people chose 
don and dona, which implies more intimacy than 'n.N, hut less intimacy than FN. 
Since the Puerto Ricans don't have this intermediate form of address to use in English, 
they appear to be more formal than Americans when addressing employers. This is 
evidenced by their preference for TLN while slightly more Americans chose to 
address an employer with J;N. Perhaps they do not feel enough intimacy with any 
Americans of higher status to use FN in an employer-employee situation. 
In addition, Puerto Ricans chosing 11.N more frequently than the Americans 
could be due to the fact that many of them may never have had jobs in the United 
States and were not familiar with situations involving employers. If this study were to 
be conducted again, it would be beneficial to ask the respondents if they in fact did 
have a job here in the United States. 
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The results of this study may have implications for ESL teachers. When 
teaching second language learners to use terms of address, teachers may have to take 
a descriptive approach and point out that various terms may be acceptahle when 
addressing a person of higher status. They should also point out that certain address 
terms availahle in other languages may not he available in English, and even those 
that do have equivalent lexical forms may have semantic differences in English. 
Instructors should create activities for students to interact with and observe 
Americans so they can become familiar with situations involving English address 
exchange, and thus make their own judgements as to what forms are acceptable. 
1bis study'S limitations may be due to a number of factors. A major factor may 
be that the sample population was too small; when comparing proficiency levels all 
results were not significantly different, yet they approached the .05 significance 
level. Perhaps several more subjects might have made a difference. Another factor is 
that though the respondents did not have face-to-face interaction with the professors 
and employers, the photographs may have portrayed some of the models as being 
more approachable than others. The clothes the models were wearing may have made 
them seem more "formal," thus dictating the terms of address used. A third factor that 
may have influenced the results could be familiarity with the people posing as 
professors and employers. Though the people appearing in the photographs arc not 
"celebrities", the campus is small enough that the respondents may have had previous 
contact with them. Having already interacted with the models may have given. the 
respondents preconceived ideas of how they would address them. 
Should a study similar to this one be conducted in the future, the following 
suggestions could make the results more significant. First, changes should be made in 
the testing instrument. To gain a more accurate evaluation of proficiency level the 
entire CEI.SA should be administered. 'Ibe reliability of the entire test is .93, and that 
of the portion used for this study is .89. Asking additional questions in the 
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demographics section would also be of benefit. For example, knowing whether or not 
the subjects have a job in the United States would indicate familiarity with the 
employer/employee situation. Knowing what type of job they have would also be of 
interest, as it seems that address forms used with a fast food restaurant supervisor 
would be less formal than those used with a bank president. As for options in the 
multiple choice items, offering the category of "no address" and asking the reason for 
this choice could reflect whether or not subjects avoid using address terms, and if they 
are doing so because they do not know the appropriate term to use. When selecting 
models to pose for photographs, it may be wise to choose people who are not from the 
immediate area, and also to have models dress in a similar manner (i.e., all in formal 
attire, all in casual attire). 
Second, in addition to these changes in the testing instrument, a change in the 
subjects being investigatd is suggested. Comparing address preferences of speakers of 
other languages, or Spanish speakers from countries other than Puerto Rico, could be 
very interesting. 
The final suggestions for improvement in future studies deals with data 
analysis. It might be interesting to compare the preferences of the American 
respondents by enrollment status (Le., graduate students vs. undergraduate students). 
It seems that graduate students may be more inclined to use fN with a professor; the 
atmosphere in the graduate classroom is usually more intimate due to smaller class 
sizes and there also may be less of an age difference between gmduate students and 
professors. Changes such as these may enhance future research of this kind. 
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CELSA - FORM 1 
APPENDIX A 
Levy, Lee, Ilyin, Doherty, Carleton 
FORM 1 
CELSA - English Language Skills Assessment 
Pre-Test Practice for CELSA BC, IN, AL 
DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS 
Read the following quickly. Sometimes you see four words in a 
box. Choose the best word to complete the story or conversation. 
Read everything first. Don't write on the test paper. write on 
the answer sheet. There are four answers for each question. Only 
answer is correct. Fill in the letter of the correct answer. one 
For example, if b is correct: abc d. 
HERE IS AN EXAMPLE: 
Xl. a. 
b. 
John is a student. c. 
d. 
X2. a. is 
b. go 
c. likes his class. 
d. happy 
PRACTICE 
He 
He's 
She 
Him 
TEST 
studies English. He 
X3. a. work 
b. school 
His teacher is very c. good 
d. day 
You will have 45 minutes to do the test. Work quickly. Do the 
easy questions first; then go back for the others. Do not use a 
dictionary or a book. After you finish, close the test. Stay in 
your seat at all times. 
Ask questions now - before you open the test. 
OPEN THE TEST WHEN YOU HEAR THE WORD BEGIN 
c Association of Classroom Teacher Testors 
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MARY AND SUSAN AT THE STORE 
Mary and Susan are stUdents. They go to the same school. 
One day they meet in the hall. 
Mary: 
Susan: 
Mary: 
Susan: 
Mary: 
H ' , J.. Are you a student? 
I'm studying English. Yes. 
1. a. How 
b. Where 
I'm from Hong Kong. c. Country 
d. What 
I'm from Mexico. 
2. a. Are 
b. What 
c. How you like this city? 
d. Do 
3. a. Very 
b. Is 
are you from? 
Susan: Oh, yes. c. Here's beautiful, but I really like 
d. It's 
4. a. weather 
b. here 
hot c. but 
d. now 
5. a. not 
b. don't 
Sometimes it's too cold here. I 
6. a. go 
b. must 
c. want 
d. am 
have clothes for cold weather. I c. need 
d. going 
7. a. too 
to buy a coat. I don't b. how much money. 
c. can 
d. have 
Mary: I know a very good place to shop. 
8. a. with 
b. buy 
c. help 
d. go 
Susan: Really? Can you me find a new coat 
Saturday? 
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9. a. Have 
b. I 
Mary: c. What 
d. See 
time do you want to go? 
10. a. When 
b. It 
susan: c. What 
d. Is 
does the store open Saturday? 
11. a. open 
b. does 
Mary: It c. close at nine, I think. 
d. opens 
12. a. at 
b. in 
Susan: I have to wash my clothes and clean house c. now 
d. it 
the morning. 
13. a. on 
b. there 
I can meet you c. at one o'clock. 
d. tomorrow 
Mary: That's fine. See you then. 
ON SATURDAY 
14. a. sure 
Susan: Hi Mary! I hope I'm not 
Mary: That's o.k. Let's go. The coats 
upstairs. 
16. 
Susan: Oh, look! Here's a nice 
That's my favorite color. 
17. a. she 
b. it 
Does c. coat fit me? 
d. good 
b. late 
c. going 
d. later 
15 a. are 
b. store 
c. is 
d. in 
a. color 
b. a 
c. blue coat. 
d. this 
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18. a. does 
b. but 
Mary: Well, it's very pretty, c. coat it isn't the 
d. is 
right size. 
19 a. this 
b. it 
Susan: Is c. not one better? 
d. the 
20. a. is 
b. money 
Mary: That's perfect. How much c. that it cost? 
d. does 
Susan: It's forty dollars. 
Mary: It isn't cheap. It isn't expensive either. 
21. a. didn't 
b. was 
Susan: I c. should tell you yesterday. I got a 
d. forgot 
22. a. coat 
b. good 
c. work 
d. job 
Mary: A job! Where? 
23. a. the 
b. my 
Susan: I'm working in c. a uncle's restaurant. 
d. here 
24. a. got 
b. buying 
Mary: Wonderful! Now you can c. buy 
d. see 
the coat. 
25. a. going 
Susan: Sure, You're right! I'm 
b. really 
c. like to buy the 
d. go 
coat. It's warm, and it's my favorite color. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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A BAD DAY 
Mary's still upset about the terrible day she had last week. 
It all started when she took her car to the repair shop in the 
morning. That afternoon, she called the mechanic who 
26. a. fixing 
b. take 
was c. fixed 
d. looking 
the car, and he said it needed more 
27. a. left 
repairs. He wanted her to 
b. buy 
c. repair it there for a 
d. leave 
28. a. car 
b. minutes 
couple of c. time 
d. days 
The following morning Mary hurried around before she went to 
29. a. doesn't 
b. didn't 
work. Since she c. had have her car then, she had 
d. hasn't 
30. a. been 31. a. home 
b. never b. late 
c. to take a city bus. She left c. it 
d. had d. earlier 
32. a. repair 
b. bus 
than usual and walked to the c. near stop which was 
d. coffee 
33. a. house 
b. corner 
located on a c. next 
d. distance 
two blocks away. She was 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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34. a. hurry 
b. walked 
when she got there because she quite c. hungry 
d. there 
35. a. was 
b. didn't 
c. hadn't eaten breakfast. She went to buy something 
d. has 
36. a. was 
b. couldn't 
c. still paying for it. 
d. is 
but the bus left while she 
37. a. office 
b. work 
She arrived at c. 3:00 20 minutes late. Her 
d. there 
38. a. had 
boss gets very angry whenever she's late, so she 
b. always 
c. has 
d. must 
39. a. her 
b. Mr. 
have been nervous when she saw c. him Luckily, 
d. boss 
40. a. see 
he was busy and didn't 
b. angry 
c. look 
d. saw 
her, so she didn't have 
41. a. time 
b. nervous 
any c. thing at work. 
d. trouble 
42. a. for 
b. and 
She talked to customers c. to answered questions 
d. they 
43. a. then 
b. after 
until about 5:00. Fortunately, c. since 
d. finished 
she left 
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44. a. no 
b. not 
the office, she had c. a 
d. been 
trouble getting on the bus. 
45. a. can't 
b. had 
However, when she got to her house, she c. couldn't find 
d. want 
46. a. she 
b. didn't 
her keys. By that time c. was knew that she had 
d. boss 
47. a. office 
b. keys 
probably left c. it at work. Tired and unhappy, she 
d. them 
48. a. has 49. a. were 
b. took b. found 
c. by a taxi back again. The keys c. there 
d. calls d. was 
50. a. more 
b. very 
where she left them. She felt c. much better after 
d. had 
finding them. Then she took another bus home and arrived an hour 
later than usual. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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A LETTER 
Dear Edith, 
Thank you for the letter that I received last week. I have 
been busy studying. Soon I will take my final examinations and 
finish my courses here. I have made two good friends, Anna and 
Tom, but now we will all be going our separate ways. 
51. a. work 
b. any things 
My friend Anna doesn't know c. travel she wants 
d. what 
52. a. won't 
b. isn't 
to do. Her family is her main concern, and a job c. doesn't 
d. wouldn't 
necessary. She used to stay at home and had few outside 
53. a. after 
b. she's 
interests, but c. before 
d. beside 
coming to school, she has become 
54. a. interesting 
b. confuse 
55. a. would 
b. will 
c. worry in many things and thinks she c. doesn't 
d. interested d. looks 
56. a. in 
like to continue studying. She'll make 
b. up 
c. out her mind 
d. clear 
57. a. teacher 
b. importance 
soon. In fact, Anna, c. encouraged 
d. intelligence 
by her success, has 
58. a. self-discipline 
b. self-control 
become more c. self-reliance 
d. self-confident 
and a person who is very 
59. a. acquaint 
b. them 
c. everyone with. 
d. be 
interesting to her friends and fun to 
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60. a. study 
b. attend 
Many friends are going to c. enter 
d. studying 
at City College. 
61. a. one 
b. in 
I won't be going to school next year, but maybe c. the 
d. next 
62. a. that 
b. still 
another year, I'll be ready. Anyway, c. before I can 
d. even 
63. a. like 
b. must 
think of a college, I c. try to earn some money, so 
d. have 
64. a. told 
b. said 
I'll be looking for a job. My father c. thinks that 
d. wanted 
65. a. like 
b. have 
he wished that I would c. consider 
d. easily 
getting a job soon. You 
66. a. how 
b. about 
know c. reason 
d, important 
that is. I'll work. However, 
67. a. prefer 
b. rather 
c. planned 
d. been 
I'd going to a college or university. 
68. a. Because 
b. Some 
c. Thinking of my friends are looking for 
d. One 
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69. a. job 
b. working 
c. it 
d. jobs too. They want to work in this city because 
70. a. finding 
clerical positions are easily 
b. get 
c. found 
d. reqiured 
71. a. What 
b. But 
My friend, Tom, has diffrerent plans. c. Because 
d. 50methings 
72. a. to 
b. and 
he would really like to do c. is get into a vocational 
d. as 
73. a. Unless 
b. Although 
training program. c. Even he passes his exams, though, 
d. Also 
74. a. become 
b. like 
he doesn't have a chance. Tom is really c. such 
d. quite 
a good 
75. a. get 
b. certain 
student that he will c. probably pass without any trouble. 
d. be 
50 you see, Edith, Tom, Anna, and I will be doing different things 
when school is over. We have become good friends, and I am sure that 
we will continue seeing each another. I hope that you will come to 
visit soon. You are my best friend, and I miss you. 
With love, 
Nora 
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SUMMARY INFORMATION FOR CELSA 1 AND CELSA 2 
WA (Combined English Language Skills in a Reading context) combines 
~ee formats of cloze into one: rational, fixed ratio, and multiple 
aice. Either of the two forms of the test will place students into 
yen levels of proficiency from low beginning to advanced plus. Each 
minute test has 75 items with four choices. Reliabilities for CELSA 
and CELSA 2 are .93,.94 and the forms correlate .90. 
ch form has one beginning, one intermediate, and one advanced passage 
ich were developed as follows: First, for each passage rational 
aices were selected based on years of research developing the 
qlish-second-language Placement Tests which conformed to curriculum 
dtexts used in seven levels of English Second Language proficiency. 
cond, after these high discriminators were chosen for blanks, the 
xt was written around the choices in a fixed ratio format. The 
suIting passages were given to experts to determine if the language 
snatural, authentic, and representative of materials used at each 
eveL Third, students took the fixed ratio blank passages. From their 
ttors, distractors were chosen for a multiple choice format. Fourth, 
~er students took the multiple choice tests; after analysis of the 
:ems, the poor items were removed. Originally six forms of ELSA were 
~lished each with 25 item four choice tests: two beginning (BC,BN), 
o intermediate (IC,IN) and two advanced (AN,AL). For individual forms 
liabilities ranged from .80-.86 and forms correlated highly with 
tteries (MTELP.73-.83, TOEFL .73-.84, CELT.82, SLEP .82), structure 
sts (CELT .74-.83, STEL .79-.82,) and reading tests (BEST .63-.74, 
~p R (.73-.86). Correlations with listening tests were lower ranging 
om moderate to high (BEST .42-.58, LCPT .53-.61, CELT L .50-.75, MTAC 
11-.72., SLEP L .66-75). The BEST writing was only .37, while a 
'chigan type composition was .76. The lower correlations for listening 
ldwriting were for classes and tests at the lower levels. 
lth CELSA, it is possible to give one test to place students into 
~en levels of proficiency. Studies are being conducted to compare 
'~A with other English Second/Foreign Language tests and relate these 
oa common scale for scaled scores. At present the conversion tables 
the answer keys convert raw scores to percentages and to levels 
ngin9 from low beginning to advanced plus. A technical manual for 
~~A 1S forthcoming giving more detailed information and field test 
~sults. Following are some correlations with new ESL structure tests 
md correlations with two native speaker reading tests developed for 
lult basic education students. The numbers of each pair is shown in 
renthesis under the correlation. 
VANCOUVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
CELSA 2 BESTEL 1 BESTEL 
CELSA 1 .83 .89 (101) (48 ) 
BESTEL 1 .90 (105) 
BESTEL 2 
BESTEL 3 
s~ FRANCISCO COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT (ESL/EFL Tests) 
CELSA 2 BESTEL 1 BESTEL 2 
CELSA 1 . 90 . 85 • 89 
(214) (83) (83) 
BC, CANADA. 
2 BESTEL 3 BESTEL 4 
.82 .92 (84) (78) 
.85 .90 (111) (110) 
.92 
(102) 
ILLINOIS RESOURCE CENTER (Native Speaker Tests) 
TABEE TABEM ABLE1 ABLE2 
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CELSA ADMINISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS 
BEFORE STUDENTS ARRIVE 
- Number the tests consecutively in the upper right corner. 
- Arrange the desks in lengthwise rows. Leave wide aisles. 
- Copy the examples answer sheet on the board: 
EXAMPLES: 
WHEN STUDENTS ARRIVE 
Xl. 
X2. 
X3. 
- Distribute answer sheets first. 
a b 
a b 
a b 
c d 
c d 
c d 
- Direct students to complete personal information and write 
the appropriate form number (Form 1 or 2) on answer sheets. 
- Circulate to check that students are filling in the personal 
information and form number properly. 
- Tell students not to open their test booklets until you say 
begin. Tell them they will mark the answer sheet only never 
the test booklet. 
- Distribute tests. If room is crowded, give row 1: Form 1; 
row 2: Form 2, row 3: Form 1, row 4: Form 2, etc. 
- Tell students to write the test book number in the upper 
right hand corner of the answer sheet. 
- Do the examples with the students. Mark the first example on 
the board; circulate again to be sure they are marking the 
answer sheet correctly by making a mark through the letter 
of the correct answer: a ~ cd. No circles; no checks. 
- Put the booklet number on the answer sheet if they forgot to 
do so. 
- Answer any questions. 
- Tell students they have 45 minutes to complete the test; 
less proficient students will not have time to complete the 
entire test. Tell students to BEGIN and put the starting 
and ending time on the board. 
DURING THE TEST 
- Circulate in the room and check that students are not marking 
the test booklet. Proctor carefully. Keep the room quiet. 
- When the test is finished, collect the answer sheets 
immediately; then collect the test booklets. 
- Do not allow anyone to leave until you have collected all 
tests and answer sheets and put them in numerical order. 
AFTER THE STUDENTS LEAVE 
- Check each test to see that test booklets are not marked. 
- Correct students' answer sheet using the correct answer key. 
The number correct is the raw score. 
-Use the conversion table on the answer key to determine the 
percent score and (optional) the level. 
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APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PUERTO RICANS 
This survey is being conducted for the purpose of gaining insight into the acquisition of 
English address terms by Puerto Rican students on the Iowa State University campus. 
Your personal responses to this survey will be kept confidential; to assure confidential-
ity, your name will be permanently removed from this questionnaire once it is estab-
lished that all the information it contains is complete and accurate. It should take ap-
proximately 15 minutes to complete this questionnaire. Your participation is completely 
voluntary and is greatly appreciated. You are free to withdraw your consent and to 
discontinue participation in this study at any time without any prejudice. Thank you! 
What is your sex? Male ___ female __ _ 
What is your age? 
What is your major? ____ _ 
What is your current enrollment status? 
Please cirrle one: freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, graduate student 
How long have you been in the United States? ____ _ 
What is the highest level English course you have taken at ISU? 
Please circle one: IEOP:Low, IEOP:lntermediate, lEOP:lIigh, ENG 101 S, ENG lOlC, 
ENG 1010, ENG 1 04, ENGIOS, Other ____ _ 
What is your home town? ____________ _ 
What is the approximate population of your home townL _______ _ 
In Puerto Rko, how often did you speak English outside of school? 
Please circle one: daily, weekly, monthly, never 
Here in the United States, how often do you interact with Americans? 
Please circle one: daily, weekly, monthly, never 
On what level do you interact with Americans? 
Please circle all that apply: intimate level (Le., friends, roommates, girl/boy 
friends), 
academic level (Le., instructors, classmates, university personnel), 
social level (i.e., people at parties, bars), 
commercial level (Le. people at stores and other public places) 
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DIRECTIONS: 
On the following pages you will see pictures of people. Imagine that these people are 
your instructors and employers. Please read the information below each picture and 
then respond to the questions asked by circling the letter in front of your response. If 
you select the response "Other ___ ", please fill in the blank with an alternative you 
would prefer. 
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DIRECfIONS: 
Read the passage on the next two pages quickly. Sometimes you see four words in a box. 
Choose the best word to complete the sentence. Read everything first. There are four answers for 
each question. Only one answer is correct. Circle the letter of the correct answer. 
HERE IS AN EXAMPLE: 
John is a student ® He 
b.He's 
c.She 
d.Him 
studies English. He a. is 
b.go 
@likes 
d.ha 
is class. His teacher is very a. work 
b. school 
@good 
d.day 
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Mary's still upset about the terrible day she had last week. It all started when she took her car to the 
repair shop in the morning. That afternoon, she cal1ed the mechanic who was 
1. a. fixing the car, and he said it needed more repairs. He wanted her to 2. a. left 
b. take b. but 
c. fixed c. repair 
d. looking d. leave 
it there for a couple of 3. a car . The fol1owing morning Mary hurried around before she 
b. minutes 
c. time 
d. dayS 
went to work. Since she 4. a. doesn't have her car then, she had 5. a. been take a city bus. 
b. didn't b. never 
c. had c. to 
d. hasn't A h<:>A 
She left 5. a. home than usual and walked to the 6. a. repair stop which was located on a 
b. late b. bus 
c. it c. near 
d. earlier d. coffee 
7. a. house two blocks away. She was quite 8. a. hurry when she got there because she 
b. corner b. walke( 
c. next c. hungry 
d. distance d. there 
9. a was eaten breakfast. She went to buy something but the bus left while she 10. a. was 
b. didn't b. couldn't 
c. hadn't c. still 
d. has d. is 
paying for it. Sh e arrived at 11. a. office 20 minutes late. Her boss gets very angry whenever 
b. work 
c. 3:00 
d. there 
she's late, so she 12. a. had have been n ervous when she saw 13. a. her . Luckily, he was 
b. always b. Mr. 
c. has c. him 
d. must d. boss 
busy and didn't 14. a. see her, so she didn't have any 15. a. time at work. She talked 
b. angry b. nervous 
c. look c. thing 
d. saw d. trouble 
to customers 16. a for answered questions ~~t~ about 5:00. Fortunately, 17. a. then 
b. and b. after 
c. to c. since 
d. they d. finished 
she left the office, she had 18. a. no trouble getting on the bus. However, when she got to her 
b. not 
c. a 
d. been 
house, she 19. a. can't 
b. had 
find her keys. By that time 20. a. she knew that she had probably 
b. didn't 
c. couldn't c. was 
d. want d. boss 
left 21. a. office at work. Tired and unhappy, she 22. a. has a taxi back. The keys 
b. keys 
c. it 
d. them 
23. a. were where she left them. She felt 
b. found 
c. there 
d. was 
24. a. more 
b. very 
c. much 
d. had 
took another bus home and arrived an hour later than usual. 
b. took 
c. by 
d. calls 
better after finding them. Then she 
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This is your professor, Roberto L6pez. 
You are eating dinner at a restaurant and you see Roberto L6pez, the instructor for a course you are 
currently taking, seated at the table next to you. 
1. Here in the United States, how would· you address this person? 
, a. Roberto 
b. Doctor L6pez 
c. Mister L6pez 
d. Professor LOpez 
e. Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American classmate would address this person? 
a. Roberto 
b. Doctor LOpez 
c. Mister LOpez 
d. Professor LOpez 
e. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Roberto 
b. Doctor LOpez 
c. Senor LOpez 
d. Don Roberto 
e. Profesor LOpez 
f. Licenciado LOpez 
g. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Roberto LOpez. 
You meet with Roberto LOpez in his office to discuss an assignment you missed. 
1. Here in the United States, how would you address this person? 
a. Roberto 
b. Doctor LOpez 
'c. Mister LOpez 
d. Professor LOpez 
e. Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American classmate would address this person? 
a. Roberto 
b. Doctor LOpez 
c. Mister LOpez 
d. Professor LOpez 
e. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Roberto 
b. Doctor LOpez 
c. Senor LOpez 
d. Don Roberto 
e. Profesor LOpez 
f. Licenciado LOpez 
g. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Roberto L6pez. 
During a class lecture you need to ask Roberto L6pez a question. 
1 ~ Here in the United States, how would YQl! address this person? 
I a. Roberto 
,b. Doctor L6pez 
c. Mister L6pez 
d. Professor L6pez 
e. Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American classmate would address this person? 
a. Roberto 
b. Doctor L6pez 
c. Mister L6pez 
d. Professor L6pez 
e. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Roberto 
b. Doctor L6pez 
c. Senor L6pez 
d. Don Roberto 
e. Profesor L6pez 
f. Licenciado L6pez 
g. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Karen Jones. 
You are at a departmental pizza party and you meet Karen Jones, the instructor of a course you are 
currently taking. 
1.1, Here in the United States, how would ~ address this person? 
a. Karen 
'b. Doctor Jones 
c. MisslMrs.lMs. Jones 
d. Professor Jones 
e. Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American classmate would address this person? 
a. Karen 
b. Doctor Jones 
c. MisslMrs.lMs. Jones 
d. Professor Jones 
e. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Karen 
b. Doctora Jones 
c. Senorita/Senora Jones 
d. Dona Karen 
e. Profesora Jones 
f. Licenciada Jones 
g. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Karen Jones. 
You need to talk with Karen Jones about a class project in her office. 
1. Here in the United States, how would ~ address this person? 
a. Karen 
b. Doctor Jones 
,c. MisslMrs.lMs. Jones 
d. Professor Jones 
e. Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American classmate would address this person? 
a. Karen 
b. Doctor Jones 
c. MisslMrs.lMs. Jones 
d. Professor Jones 
e. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Karen 
b. Doctora Jones 
c. Senorita/Senora Jones 
d. Dona Karen 
e. Profesora Jones 
f. Licenciada Jones 
g. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Karen Jones. 
You are working in a small group during a class and you are discussing something with Karen Jones. 
1. Here in the United States, how would ):Ql! address this person? 
a. Karen 
b. Doctor Jones 
; c. MisslMrs.lMs. Jones 
d. Professor Jones 
e. Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American classmate would address this person? 
a. Karen 
b. Doctor Jones 
c. MisslMrs.lMs. Jones 
d. Professor Jones 
e. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Karen 
b. Doctor Jones 
c. Senorita/Senora Jones 
d. Dona Karen 
e. Profesora Jones 
f. Licenciada Jones 
g.Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Maria Valdes. 
You are walking on campus and you meet Maria Valdes, the instructor of a course you are currently 
taking. 
1.\ Here in the United States, how would YQ!! address this person? 
a. Maria 
'b. Doctor Valdes 
c. MissfMrs.lMs. Valdes 
d. Professor Valdes 
e. Other ____ _ 
2. How do you think an American classmate would address this person? 
a. Maria 
h. Doctor Valdes 
c. MisslMrs.lMs. Valdes 
d. Professor Valdes 
e. Other ____ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Maria 
h. Doctora Valdes 
c. Senorita/Senora Valdes 
d. Dona Marla 
e. Profesora Valdes 
f. Licenciada Valdes 
g. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Marfa Valdes. 
You meet with Maria Valdes in her office to review material for an upcoming test. 
1. Here in the United States, how would ~ address this person? 
a. Maria 
b. Doctor Valdes 
c. MisslMrs.lMs. Valdes 
d. Professor Valdes 
e. Other ____ _ 
2. How do you think an American classmate would address this person? 
a. Maria 
b. Doctor Valdes 
c. MisslMrs.lMs. Valdes 
d. Professor Valdes 
e. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Maria 
b. Doctora Valdes 
c. Senorita/Senora Valdes 
d. Dona Maria 
e. Profesora Valdes 
f. Licenciada Valdes 
g. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Maria Valdes. 
During a class lecture you need to ask Maria Valdes a question. 
1. ,Here in the United States, how would you address this person? 
' M ' a. ana 
b. Doctor Valdes 
c. MisslMrs.lMs. Valdes 
d. Professor Valdes 
e. Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American classmate would address this person? 
a. Maria 
b. Doctor Valdes 
c. MisslMrslMs. Valdes 
d. Professor Valdes 
e. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Maria 
b. Doctor Valdes 
c. Senorita/Senora Valdes 
d. Dona Maria 
e. Profesora Valdes 
f. Licenciada Valdes 
g. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Steve Smith. 
You are drinking coffee in the departmental office and you meet Steve Smith, the instructor of a 
course you are currently taking. 
1. IHere in the United States, how would you address this person? 
a. Steve 
h. Doctor Smith 
c. Mister Smith 
d. Professor Smith 
e. Other ____ _ 
2. How do you think an American c1assmate would address this person? 
a Steve 
b. Doctor Smith 
c. Mister Smith 
d. Professor Smith 
e. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Steve 
b. Doctor Smith 
c. Senor Smith 
d. Don Steve 
e. Profesor Smith 
f. Licenciado Smith 
g. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Steve Smith. 
You meet with Steve Smith in his office to review a math problem. 
1. Here in the United States, how would you address this person? 
a Steve 
b. Doctor Smith 
C. Mister Smith 
d. Professor Smith 
e. Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American classmate would address this person? 
a. Steve 
b. Doctor Smith 
c. Mister Smith 
d. Professor Smith 
e. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Steve 
b. Doctor Smith 
c. Senor Smith 
d. Don Steve 
e. Profesor Smith 
f. Licenciado Smith 
g. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Steve Smith. 
During a class lecture you ask Steve Smith to explain a concept. 
1. Here in the United States, how would ~ address this person? 
a. Steve 
b. Doctor Smith 
c. Mister Smith 
d. Professor Smith 
e. Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American classmate would address this person? 
a. Steve 
b. Doctor Smith 
c. Mister Smith 
d. Professor Smith 
e. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Steve 
b. Doctor Smith 
c. Senor Smith 
d. Don Steve 
e. Profesor Smith 
f. Licenciado Smith 
g. Other ___ _ 
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This is your employer, Jane Doe. 
While at an employee party you talk with Jane Doe. 
1. Here in the United States, how would you address this person? 
a. Jane 
b. MisslMrs.lMs. Doe 
c. Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American co-worker would address this person? 
a. Jane 
b. MisslMrs.IMs. Doe 
c. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Jane 
b. Senorita/Senora Doe 
c. Dona Jane 
d. Other ___ _ 
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This is your employer, Jane Doe. 
While at work Jane Doe explains how to process a report. 
1. i Here in the United States, how would you address this person? 
.a. Jane 
b. MisslMrs.lMs. Doe 
c. Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American co-worker would address this person? 
a. Jane 
b. MisslMrs.lMs. Doe 
c. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Jane 
b. Senorita/Senora Doe 
c. Dona Jane 
d. Other ___ _ 
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This is your employer, Ana Gutierrez. 
You go to the gas station to put air in your tires and you meet Ana Gutierrez. 
1. Here in the United States, how would you address this person? 
a. Ana 
b. Miss/Mrs.lMs. Gutierrez 
c. Other ___ _ 
I 
2. How do you think an American co-worker would address this person? 
a. Ana 
b. Miss/Mrs.lMs. Gutierrez 
c. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would )!.QY. address this person? 
a. Ana 
b. Senorita/Senora Gutierrez 
c. Dona Ana 
d. Other ___ _ 
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This is your employer, Ana Gutierrez. 
While at work Ana Gutierrez explains how to charge a bill to a customer's account. 
1. Here in the United States, how would you address this person? 
a. Ana 
b-. MisslMrs.lMs. Gutierrez 
c. Other ___ _ 
) 2. How do you think an American co-worker would address this person? 
a. Ana 
b. MisslMrs.lMs. Gutierrez 
c. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Ana 
b. Senorita/Senora Gutierrez 
c. Dona Ana 
d. Other ___ _ 
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This is your employer, John Anderson. 
You talk with John Anderson as you have a cup of coffee during a reception. 
1. Here in the United States, how would you address this person? 
a. John 
b: Mister Anderson 
c. Other ___ _ 
12. How do you think an American co-worker would address this person? 
a. John 
b. Mister Anderson 
c. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would Yill! address this person? 
a. John 
b. Senor Anderson 
c. Don John 
d. Other ___ _ 
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This is your employer, John Anderson. 
While at work you discuss a grievance with John Anderson. 
1. Here in the United States, how would you address this person? 
a. John 
b. Mister Anderson 
c. Other ___ _ 
;\ 
2. How do you think an American co-worker would address this person? 
a. John 
b. Mister Anderson 
c. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. John 
b. Senor Anderson 
c. Don John 
d. Other ___ _ 
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This is your employer, Pedro Gonzales. 
You are at the library and you meet Pedro Gonzales. 
1. Here in the United States, how would you address this person? 
a. Pedro 
b. Mister Gonzales 
c. -Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American co-worker would address this person? 
a. Pedro 
b. Mister Gonzales 
c. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would you address this person? 
a. Pedro 
b. Senor Gonzales 
c. Don Pedro 
d. Other ___ _ 
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This is your employer, Pedro Gonzales. 
At work you and Pedro Gonzales discuss some important progress reports at a business meeting. 
1. Here in the United States, how would lQY address this person? 
a. Pedro 
b. Mister Gonzales 
c.Other ___ _ 
2. How do you think an American co-worker would address this person? 
a. Pedro 
b. Mister Gonzales 
c. Other ___ _ 
3. At home in Puerto Rico, how would ~ address this person? 
a. Pedro 
b. Senor Gonzales 
c. Don Pedro 
d. Other ___ _ 
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APPENDIX C 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR AMERICANS 
This survey is being conducted to examine how actual American address preferences compare with 
those perceived by Puerto Rican students. Your personal responses to this survey will be kept confi-
dential; to assure confidentiality, your name will be permanently removed from this questionnaire 
once it is established that all the information it contains is complete and accurate. It should take 
approximately 10 minutes to complete this questionnaire. Your participation is completely volun-
tary and is greatly appreciated. You are free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue participa-
tion in this study at any time without any prejudice. Thank you! 
What is your sex? Male __ Female __ 
What is your age? __ 
What is your major? ___ _ 
What is your current enrollment status? 
Please circle one: freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, graduate student 
Where are you from? (city and state) ___ _ 
DIRECTIONS: 
On the following pages you will see pictures of people. Imagine that these people are your instruc-
tors and employers. Please read the information below each picture and then respond to the ques-
tions asked by circling the letter in front of your response. If you select the response "Other " 
please fill in the blank with an alternative you would prefer. 
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This is your professor, Maria Valdes. 
You are walking on campus and you meet Maria Valdes, the instructor of a course you are currently taking. 
How would you prefer this person? 
a. Maria 
h. Doctor Valdes 
c. MissIMrs.lMs. Valdes 
d. Professor Valdes 
e. Other ___ _ 
This is your professor, Steve Smith. 
You are drinking coffee in the departmental office and you meet Steve Smith, the instructor of a course you are currently 
taking. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Steve 
h. Doctor Smith 
c. Mister Smith 
d. Professor Smith 
e. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Roberto IAJpez. 
You are eating dinner at a restaurant and you see Roberto LOpez, the instructor of a course you are currently taking, 
seated at the table next to you. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Roberto 
b. Doctor LOpez 
c. Mister LOpez 
d. Professor LOpez 
e. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Karen Jones. 
You are at a departmental pizza party and you meet Karen Jones, the professor of a course you are currently taking. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Karen 
b. Doctor Jones 
c. MisslMrs./Ms. Jones 
d. Professor Jones 
e. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Roberto LOpez. 
You meet with Roberto L6pez in his office to discuss an assignment you missed. 
How would you address this person'! 
a. Roberto 
h. Doctor L>pez 
c. Mister L>pez 
d. Professor L6pez 
e. Other ___ _ 
This is your professor, Karen Jones. 
You need to talk with Karen Jones about a class project in her office. 
How would you adress this person? 
a. Karen 
h. Doctor Jones 
c. MisslMrslMs. Jones 
d. Professor Jones 
e. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Maria Vald~s. 
You meet with Maria Valdes in her office to review material for an upcoming test. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Maria 
b. Doctor Valdes 
c. MissIMrs.lMs. Valdes 
d. Professor Valdes 
e. Other ___ _ 
This is your professor, Steve Smith. 
You meet with Steve Smith in his office to review a math problem. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Steve 
b. Doctor Smith 
c. Mister Smith 
d. Professor Smith 
e. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Maria Valdes. 
During a class lecture you need to ask Maria Valdes a question. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Maria 
b. Doctor Valdes 
c. MissIMrs.lMs. Valdes 
d. Profes.o;or Valdes 
e. Other ___ _ 
This is your professor, Steve Smith. 
During a class lecture you ask Steve Smith to explain a concept. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Steve 
b. Doctor Smith 
c. Mister Smith 
d. Professor Smith 
e. Other ___ _ 
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This is your professor, Roberto Lopez. 
During a class lecture you need to ask Robero LOpez a question. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Roberto 
h. Doctor LOpez 
c. Mister LOpez 
d. Professor LOpez 
e. Other ___ _ 
This is your professor, Karen Jones. 
You are working in a small group during a class and you are discussing the assignment with Karen Jones. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Karen 
h. Doctor Jones 
c. MissIMrs./Ms. Jones 
d. Professor Jones 
e. Other ___ -
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This is your employer, John Anderson. 
You talk with John Anderson as you have a cup of coffee during a reception. 
How would you address this person? 
a. John 
h. Mister Anderson 
c. Other ___ _ 
This is your employer, Jane Doe. 
While at an employee party you talk with Jane Doe. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Jane 
h. MisslMrsjMs. Doe 
c. Other ___ _ 
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This is your employer, Ana Gutierrez. 
You go to the gas station to put air in your tires and you meet Ana Gutierrez. 
How would you address tbis person? 
a. Ana 
b. MisslMrsJMs. Gutierrez 
c. Other_-__ _ 
This is your employer, Pedro Gonzales. 
You meet Pedro Gonzales at the library. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Pedro 
b. Mister Gonzales 
c. Other ____ _ 
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This is your employer, John Anderson. 
While at work you discuss a grievance with John Anderson. 
How would you address this person? 
a. John 
b. Mister Smith 
c. Other ___ _ 
This is your employer, Jane Doe. 
While at work Jane Doe explains how to process a report. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Jane 
b. MissIMrs.lMs. Doe 
c. Other ___ _ 
ii,'· ,:~ " : " ',' ,: :-, , 
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This is your employer, Ana Gutierrez. 
While at work Ana Gutierrez explains how to charge a bill to a customer's account. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Ana 
b. MisslMrslMs. Gutierrez 
c. Other ___ _ 
This is your employer, Pedro Gonzales. 
At work you and Pedro Gonzales discuss some important progress reports at a business meeting. 
How would you address this person? 
a. Pedro 
b. Mister Gonzales 
c. Other ___ _ 
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APPENDIX D 
PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES BY ITEM 
Older Male Professor in Informal Setting 
Arne ric a n s PR here Perception 
No Address 
FN 2% 5% 16% 
Dr. + LN 49% 16% 19% 
TLN 29% 16% 19% 
Professor + LN 20% 62% 46% 
Don + FN 
Licenciado + LN 
Other 
Older Female Professor in Informal Setting 
Arne ric a n s PR here Perception 
No Address 
FN 10% 8% 24% 
Dr. + LN 41 % 14% 16% 
TLN 27% 32% 27% 
Professor + LN 22% 46% 32% 
Dona + FN 
Licenciada + LN 
Other 
Younger Female Professor in Informal Setting 
Americans PR here Perception 
No Address 2% 
FN 12% 14% 24% 
Dr. + LN 34% 16% 16% 
TLN 28% 16% 16% 
Professor + LN 20% 5] % 43% 
Dona + FN 
Licenciada + LN 
Other 3% 
PR home 
5% 
16% 
73% 
3% 
PR home 
5% 
3% 
22% 
70% 
PR home 
8% 
3% 
14% 
76% 
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Younger Male Professor in Informal Setting 
Arne ric an s PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 20% 16% 30% 14% 
Dr. + LN 29% 16% 16% 8% 
TLN 27% 11 % 8% 5% 
Professor + LN 22% 57% 46% 73% 
Don + FN 
Licenciado + LN 
Other 2 % 
Female Employer in Informal Setting 
Americans PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 56% 35% 41 % 27% 
TLN 39% 65% 59% 62% 
Dona + FN 11 % 
Other 5% 
Older Male Employer in Informal Setting 
Americans PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 59% 32% 43% 30% 
TLN 37% 68% 57% 59% 
Don + LN 8% 
Other 5% 3% 
Female Employer in Informal Setting9 
Americans PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 56% 35% 35% 24% 
TLN 41 % 65% 65% 62% 
Dona + FN 14% 
Other 2% 
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Younger Male Emplover in Informal Setting 
Arne ric a n s PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 59% 35% 41% 41 % 
TLN 39% 65% 59% 57% 
Don + FN 3% 
Other 2% 
Older Male Professor in Semi-formal Setting 
Americans PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 5% 3% 16% 0% 
Dr. + LN 49% 19% 16% 5% 
TLN 12% 14% 16% I 1% 
Professor + LN 32% 65% 51 % 84% 
Don + FN 
Licenciado + LN 
Other 2 % 
Older Female Professor in Semi-formal Setting 
A merics n s PR here I'erception PR home 
No Address 
FN 7% 5% 16% 3% 
Dr. + LN 44% 19% 22% 8% 
TLN 15% 19% 14% 14% 
Professor + LN 32% 57% 49% 76% 
Dona + FN 
Licenciada + LN 
Other 2 % 
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Younger Female Professor in Semi-formal Setting 
Americans PR here I)erception PR home 
No Address 
FN 10% 14% 22% 5% 
Dr. + LN 29% 14% 19% 5% 
TLN 29% 16% 14% II % 
Professor + LN 32% 57% 46% 78% 
Dona + FN 
Licenciada + LN 
Other 
Male Professor in Semi-formal Setting 
Arne ric a n s PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 12% 5% 22% 5% 
Dr. + LN 32% 16% 19% 8% 
TLN 24% 14% 8% 5% 
Professor + LN 32% 65% 51 % 81 % 
Don + FN 
Licenciado + LN 
Other 
Older Male Professor in Formal Setting 
Americans PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 5% 
FN 3% 14% 
Dr. + LN 49% 16% 24% 8% 
TLN 15% 8% 5% 5% 
Professor + LN 29% 70% 57% 84% 
Don + FN 
Licenciado + LN 3% 
Other 2% 3% 
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Older Female Professor in Formal Setting 
Arne ric a n s PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 12% 11 % 22% 5% 
Dr. + LN 39% 14% 19% 5% 
TLN 22% 16% 14% II % 
Professor + LN 27% 59% 46% 76% 
Dona + FN 3% 
Licenciada + LN 
Other 
Younger Female Professor in Formal Setting 
Americans PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 2% 
FN 5% 3% 16% 3% 
Dr. + LN 39% 19% 19% 3% 
TLN 22% 11 % 11 % 5% 
Professor + LN 32% 65% 51 % 86% 
Dona + FN 3% 
Licenciada + LN 
Other 3% 3% 
Younger Male Professor in Formal Setting 
Americans PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 5% 
FN 7% 3% 14% 3% 
Dr. + LN 37% 16% 19% 3% 
TLN 20% 11 % 8% 3% 
Professor + LN 32% 68% 57% 86% 
Don + FN 5% 
Licenciado + LN 
Other 3% 
3% 
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Older Female Employer in Formal Setting 
Americans PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 56% 24% 24% 16% 
TLN 44% 76% 76% 70% 
Dona + FN 14% 
Other 
Older Male Employer in Formal Setting 
Americans PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 59% 22% 30% 16% 
TLN 41 % 78% 70% 76% 
Don + FN 8% 
Other 
Younger Female Employer in Formal Setting 
Americans PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 56% 22% 30% 11 % 
TLN 44% 78% 70% 78% 
Dona + FN 11 % 
Other 
Younger Male Emplo~er in Formal Setting 
Americans PR here Perception PR home 
No Address 
FN 56% 19% 27% 16% 
TLN 44% 81 % 73% 78% 
Don + FN 5% 
Other 
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APPENDIX E 
PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES BY PROFICIENCY LEVEL 
Lower Proficiency Level 
Add ress P f re erences 0 f L ower P f" ro IClency G roup towar d Old M I P f er a e ro essor 
Infomal Settin" Semi-formal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
None 
------
t---.- _._---
----- ----
1---- 1-- --_._--
FN 10% f-!O_~ JQ% ___ ~ ... M_~....,' __ 
._----
-------- c-.---- -.-.. -------1---- ---_ .. _- ___ '''''HH ___ 
Dr . 
. _---- r-:-~-- ---- -.- ._. __ .- -_.- ------- f-------. M. 10% 10% 10% 20% 
Prof. 80% 80% 90% 80% 80% 100% -- 100% -iOO%- -: ... _._--_ .. _-100% 
--- - -----
_ .-
___ M_" ___ 
'M· ___ •• __ ·_ •• _ 
Don 
------ '---
-- -
-.--- ----_ ... _ .•- ---_ .. __ .,._ ... _ .. _._.-.- .--.. -- .. -
Lic. 
---- --'--'-"'-'--- ._-------. ---_ .. _- --~--.-~.-.-
-_._-_.- • ___ .H •• __ •• .. ··._·._ <' •• ,--.-~-•• --. -.~ ...... _ ..... _ ..... " .•......... 
Other 10% 
Address Preferences of Lower Proficiency Groul> toward Older Female Professor 
Infomal Settin)l Semi-formal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
None 
.. _------ ._---_.- ----- - ----- ._------ ._---_. ---:.--::-=-
FN I 0 % 1 0 % 1 0 % 1 0 % 1 0 % 1 0 % 
- .. -..... ----.-.-.. --.... ----... - ---.. - --.. --.. ----- -.----.-.----.------------ _ .. -._-.. _ ..... _.-- r--"---""~ 
Dr. 0% 0% 0% 
._--_ ...... _--- .. -... _._--- .-.... - .. ----. ---_._------ ... ---_ ... __ ._ .. _._._- ...... _---_.. .._._ .. _--- -_ ... _---_.- ...... _--_._--_. __ .... __ .. _--:.::-
M . 20% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% --.~--.. -.-- ... -.--. __ .":'''::- .- ......... --.- --.. -.-.- ~-.----- -.---.-.-.;- --.--... ----.- ----.----.... _------_.1---..... -._--
Pro.i.:___ _....J_O % r---~_9 ~~ r-__ 90 ~ __ 9_Q!. ._._9 0...7£._! 00 % 8 O_~ _ 80% 80% 
Dona 
-_ ... __ ... _ .. - .. , ... _- . __ .. . ... - _ .. _---- --- ---- -_._- -"---"- - ... -.---
J.=t~~_, .... _ .. __ .. ___ .. _ r------- ---- ._-.. _ ....... -.-.. -_._-... -.-.. --_ .... -.-.- --.. -._--. -'-"'--"- ... _,-
Other 
Address Preferences of Lower Proficiency Group toward Younger Female Professor 
Infomal Settin.!' Semi-formal Setting_ Formal Setting 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
None 
_._-_ ..- -_._-----,------- .. ------.. _. __ ._--:- -_._-..,- ----_ .. _-.-_.-_ .. _---- .. --.. ----. 
FN 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 
-Dr ~ .... '----.... --.------..... --....... -.. --. __ ... _-.... - .... _.- .-_._._-,--- .----.-- 1---·1"0-% ------10%' -... -.-_ ...... ---
.-.-... -.--.. - ..... _-. __ .. _ ... _-.-."--"_.- ._ ... _ ...... " ..... - '-"'''_.''''-- . __ ............. _. __ ....... ".-"---.-.-... -- -_ .. _. __ .... _-.;...;;... ............ - .. -.-.. -.. _ ... -.. ---_ ....... _. 
M . 10% 10% 
---.. ---- -.... -------... -- _ .... _ ...... _- .. -.-.... _---.. - _ ... _ ... _ .. _-- ._----_ ... --- _ .. __ ...... _-_.- .. _-_._- ._ ....... __ .. _ ....__ .... _-_ .... _-_ .... _-
Prof. 80% _.90% 90% 90'!~r--' 90% 90% 90% _. 90~ __ 9j)~ 
Dona 
.------- _ .•. _--- .. __ ._.- .. _._---- -_._-- .-.-...... -.--.. _ ....._. __ . ----_._._-- - .. ---.- ... _-_ .. _._--
_h- ic . __ 1-_, __ ._ ------.. ------- ---- ----- --.---- -'--'- ------ -.----
Other . 
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Add ress P f erences re 0 f L ower P f . ro IClencv G rou~ towar d Y M I P f ounJ!:er ae ro essor 
Infomal Settin1l Semi-formal SettinJ!: Formal Setting 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
None 
------- ----r--'---- ----~.- --'-'~-~ r'---"-
FN 10% i-- 10% 10% 10% IQ~ _.-l~ -,_._-
---"- . --- - .. -~---.~- ~-~---.. 
Dr. 
_._ .. --:- c.... ____ f-----.----__ .'w _~ ___ ~" .. , -_. ---~-- '---_ .. -. .---.. -- ._.-._---- -.. - .... ~~~-----. M. 10% 
10e)';; --_.-Prof. 1---80% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 100% 100% 
-----
_._--,-'--
---- r-'-'---
__ w ____ .. __ 
-.----:~ 
Don 
------~ '--- ---'-
_.-
----
r--.---... --
---"'--"-
.... _ .. _ ......... __ .. 
Lie. '._. __ .. _-
---_ .... 
-,----- ,--,-1-------- -,,------- f--.--.. _._- .,_,, __ H •• __ •••• , ._--_._-_ .. ,--
Other 
Add ress P f re erenees 0 f L ower P fi . ro ICleney G roup to war d Old F E er ema e mployer 
Informal Settin~ Formal Setting 
In U.S. Pereep. In P.R. In U.S. Percep. In P.R. 
FN 20% 20%._ rl.o% 10% 10% 10% .-
-----M. 80% 80% 80% 90% 90% 90% 
... ---_., .... _-- -'1-'-._--.. _-, 
Dona 
r--'----1-::-.,-..... ,.-_.--'_. -.--.- '--'- ------- i---'-'-'- r-.... ----' Other 
Add ress P f re erences 0 f L< )wer P f . ro lClency G roup towar d Old M I E er ae mplover 
Informal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Percep. In P.R. In U.S. Percep. In P.R. 
FN 20% ..lQ% ___ 20% 
--
r-:-.;... ... ----
------ l.Q0~ ___ f-Ij)O% __ 100% .M,.. 80% 70% 70% 
------ --.. -
Don 10% ,---_._-- '-'------_. --,--- _. __ ._--,-Other 
Address Preferences of Lower Proficiency Group toward Younger Female Emploj er 
Informal Settin~ Formal Setting 
In U.S. Percep. In P.R. In U.S. Pereep. In P.R. 
FN 10% 10% 10% 
,~L~,~.~::.:~~~~~~:2:9K~.~ .. =~~=-~ ~~~~:':=~:.==.JQ~='~:~~ __ .= I~Q.~=·~,::~~=_ Ioo·%~~':=.~··:= j~Q~=:=-_= 
Dona 
-""-""-""--""-'"'' .... ,,----.-, -"''''-'''. " ....... - ....... ,,_.-.. "",, .... --"-~--""'''--'-'''' " ........ _-- ,.",,--,-..... , .. - .. _ .. _, ... _.-.. - i--"-"-- ,--,. ""-'-"-
Other 
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Add ress P t re erences 0 fLo wer P f . ro IClencv G rouo towar d Y ounger M I E a e mo'oyer 
Informal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Perc eo. In P.R. In U.S. Percep. In P.R. 
FN IQ~ ____ 20% 20% 
--------_.-
___ . __ ~"_M r-::-:--'::----- --:-'-------- -_.----_ ..... .-----
M . 80% 80% ~Q% 100~_. __ 100% ~OO% ___ 
.. _.--------
---------,-- -------'-----
Don 
---'-'------_._--, --------- -'---Other 
Intermediate Level Proficiency 
Add ress P f re erences 0 f I nterme d' la e P f . TO IClency G roup towar d Old M 1 P f or er a e TO ess 
Informal Setting Semi-formal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
None f---:----,--_._-'--
--)3%--- .... ---.... ~. """-----_ ... ,-_ .. ------ ,_._ ... ---..---FN 8% 33% 8% 25% 
. ---.- ._--._-- . -- .------ -------~.-.--
--'-"---
t-._-_ . 
Dr. 17% 8% ~~ 25% 8% 8% 17% ~}~ 17%. __ .-~-,,----.. .----.. ---Ts%- r-=-'-..... ----.. - ---- --'----- -----M. 17% 17% 25% 25_~ )5~ 17% 8% 8% r=-~--
----
Prof. 58% 33% 67% 50% 33% 75% 50% 33% 67% 
---- 8% Don f------- 1----- ------._-_._._---- --.. ..-.-- f-::...._-_ .•• -. .-----. ._---
Lic. 8% 
--~.-.......... ~""~-, 
..... __ .. H .... _.' __ ._-_ .. _ ....... _ ....-. .. 
'--"-"--'-"- '--"--"'- -_ ... _----
_ .. _ .... _-
-~.--- --'-'''''-"-,,.- _._,.---_ .. --
Other 8% 
Add ress P f re erences 0 f I nterme d' late P f . ro IClency G roup towar d Old F er ema e P fessor ro 
Informal Setting Semi-formal Setting Formal Setting_ 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
None 
--
.. --::-
---- -----::- f-'----,-_ .. ,--
FN 17% 5Q_~_ 8% 17% 33% 8% __ 2~ __ ill.. _8% . __ ._-
_.---:-:-
------r----
Dr. 8% 8% -~% f--15% 25% 17% 8% 17% 8% 
------.-- ----:..;;... __ #N_. f--.---- --.-- -~ .. --.- ---.. --f-------
.M_:.. __ _42% 25% 25% 33% __ 1_7r~ 25% 25% 17% 17% 1--._--- .---......:..::.....:-:-- ----.....:..::..... 
Prof. 33% 17% 67% 25% 25% r--_50_~ 42% 25% 58% 
----- - -
-.-~ .. -- -----.:..::.. _.-- ---- ---_. 
Dona 8% '_' __ 'N ___ ' __ 
-"~--'- -.--.~.--.-.--- ... -.-.. ---~--... -_.--,., -,-.-.~---, 
N. __ .... _ ..... ___ 
."-'-_.- -----.. ---- ._-_ .. _--
_._._ •. --
Lie. 
·_".· .. m .. ,.· .. · ___ .. _·.· 
-...... - . "-~----
___ 'w __ ' __ •• __ , .... ,,_ 
"._ ... __ ................. -
-"---... """,, .. 
_ •• ____ ...... _H ••• _ .... 
.. _---.- ........ " ...... -.-~.-.,-,.---- .. 
.. _._. __ . __ ....... _-
-_. __ .... _--
Other 
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Address Preferences of Intermediate Proficiency Group toward Younger Female 
Professor 
Informal Setting Semi-formal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
None ".---~-
---- ---- ----
=-. 25o/~ "-FN 25% __ 42 %. 8% 33% 8% _ 33'r£. 
-.. ~--~-.-. -_. __ .,,:-,- ----_. __ . ._._----=....:..::-1------ ,,..-.---- 1--._,--,--Dr. 17% 8% 8% 17% 17% 8% 
M. 25% 25% 25% _3~~ --~ _1.~ .~~ 25% 8% -:----- 25% f,5% ---_.-:.--:- r----- -_·--c·:-j>.!° f.:. __ f--. 67% 33% 17% 67% 50% 33% f-!!}...'& 
---
._-- .------- . _-- .-.-.----.~ .. ---~--Do~.~ ._----_._- _ •._--_. _ .. _-- 8% _._----- -~-----.--.- .. -------- ----_. ---_. __ .. _--
Lie. ,,---_. __ .-
_ .. _._,,---- --_ .. _-
---.-.-
_._._-_ .. _-
---.--.-
w. ___ • __ 
_____ ~_ ... m._._ 1--'---"-"--- ..... _ ....----Other 8% 
Address Preferences of Intermediate Proficiency GrouD toward Younger Male Professor 
Informal Setting Semi-formal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
None 
---.-.. -~.- ---_._ .... ---:- ----_ .. :.::- ..... _--_. __ ._-- . __ . __ ... _.- --_._--_ ..... _--- _.- "'- -_ .... _---_. -_ .. _ ... _-----
FN 25% 50% 17% 33% 8 % 33% 
.--..... _- ".-----:-::-::- -.----.-- -.---- ".-------- ------::..--':::-I--"---'-:-=- --'---'---'--- ._.,,-.. ---
Dr. 17% 8% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 
...;;;;.,,_._--- ------ .. -----,,--'-'-- --_. __ .. _-- .. " .. _--_..... -.-.-.-.--- ""._--. __ ._- ---_ .. _.- _ .._---_ .. :- ------_. 
M . 25% 17% .8% 33% 17% 8% 25% 17% 8% 
._-_.-. ---.. _ .. _- -.. ---.-----. f----.--.-- ..... -.-... -.--- -----..... ,,-- ..... --._-_ .. -,,-.----. .----_=:_ r-------.. ---.-
Prof. 33% 25% 58% 50% 33% 75% 50% '33% 75% 
J?9....!}_. ____ ......... _ .. _ ...____ .. _ .. ,,_ ....... _ ........... __ ._. __ .... __ .. __ ... _ ... _. __ ... _.". ___ ."._ ..... _ ... _ ....... _ . __ . __ .... _ .. ___ ,, __ . ____ . ___ ... ___ . __ ._ ... .1 ... 7 ..% 
Li~..:.....__ _ ___ ._ .. ____ I-" .. ___ .. ~ __ . ____ .... " __ ......... _ .... _ ... _____ .... ___ ..... __ . __ . ______ .... __ . __ 
Other 
Address Preferences of Intermediate Proficienc Group toward Older Female Em Illoyer 
Informal Setting Formal Settin}! 
In U.S. Percep. In P.R. In U.S. Percep. In P.R. 
FN 33% 33% I 7 % 25% 33% 8 % 
_ .... __ .. _ .. _._-_._-.... - .. _ ..-.. _ .... _ ...__ .. __ ._ .. -_. -_ .. _--.. _ .. -._ .... _ ... __ . __ ..... -.. __ ... -..... _--_.- .---....... - .. --- --_._. __ .. _--'--.;..:- ._._ ...... _ ... _--
M . 67% 67% 67% 75% 67% 58% 
........ -'"" ... _ .......... -..... .... .. ... _ ... _-_ ........... _.-....... _ .......................... " ..... - ... -.. :.- _ .. -................. _ .. __ . __ .- .. _._-.................. --... _....... -..... _ .. _--_ .... __ ._- .. _ ........ -........ _--_ .... -
Dona 17% 33% ____ ._ .... _____ .... __ .... ____ . ______ . ____ ........ __ .... __ .... ___ .• _. _ •. _ ...... _ ... ____ .________ _ ____ ....... ___ "._ •. __ ...... _ ........ _. ____ ... _ ...... _ _ ............ __ •. _ .. __ . __ .:0.. 
Other 
Address Preferences of Intermediate Proficienc Group toward Older Male EmpJo ver 
Informal Settin}! Formal Setting 
In U.S. Percep. In P.R. In U.S. Percep. In P.R. 
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Address Preferences of Intermediate Proficiency Group toward Younger Female 
Employer 
Informal Settin£ Formal Settin~ 
In U.S. Percep. In P.R. In U.S. Percep. In P.R. 
FN ~_2% 42% 17% 33% 42% 8% 
58% 
-----'._,,---
~~~------ 58% 58% 67% 58% 58% -------1-------;-:- .-.--.-.. ---~-'-'- _._--- f----.---- _N_~_N .. _ .. ,_. __ .. 
Dona 25% 1--------.. - 33% • __ 'N ______ ~_. -----.-.. - ---'._---- 1-------Other 
Address Preferences of Intermediate Proficiency Group toward Younger Male Employer 
Informal Settin£ Formal Settin£ 
In U.S. Percep. In P.R. In U.S. Percep. In P.R. 
High proficiency Level 
Add ress P f re erences 0 f H' h P f" 1£1 ro IClency G roup towar d Old M I P f er a e ro essor 
Informal Setting Semi-formal Settin£ Formal Settin£ 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
None f------ .. ------.-.- --.------.----. ___ ~ .... _._.'N ____ - .. --~-:-r-'-'-"--'- --.... ~-",.~-.. -- ... - ... --.---.--~- ---.. -FN 7% 13% 13% 
.... _._-_ .. _-
-----_." .. ,.- --------.. - ... 
•. __ .•. __ ._._- __ •• ,, ____ ___ .N 
_ ... _--_ ..• _ . 
.. ---_._---:-
-.-----.. --- ----------- - ... -~--..... -~.-... -
Dr. 27% 40% 7% 27% 33% 7% 27% 33% 7% 
-----
-_._..;::::-
_._-'--:'::::-
---
--7% --7% ------ ·---70/; .. _---,----M. __ 20r~ ~~ 27% 7% 7% 7% r-c~""-- f-._----
-67% _._---:...:...:- 87% 67% -~ --'~7..&. Prof. 53% 27% 6~~ 47% 
Don 
-,.",-
------- ----- ---
--- -----
Lie. 
-'---"" ~ ...... ~-.-, ... .., ·, ____ ~ •• _N~ _._--_.- .-,-.-... -~.--. 
-, ..... _ ...._ . .~-----,-.-- -_.-._---- ----_._- ... _---- --_._, .,,-- .. -,,-
Other 
Address Preferences of High Proficiency Group toward Older Female Professor 
Informal Setting Semi-formal Settin!! Formal Settin£ 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
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Address Preferences of High Proficiency Group toward Younger Female Professor 
Informal Setting Semi-formal Setting Forma] Setting 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
None 
.. -----.----" '''-''--''''---' ------ ------- .-.-- .-----t--.--.. --.- .----- ------ ------
FN 7% 20% 7% 7% 20% 7% 13% 7% 
._ .. _-_._---_ .. - ---_ .. _:..:.... _._ .. _--.,::-:..;.:... -"---':-:- -----"._-- -------... -_._-- _. __ ..... _._._ .. - .•. _._- ._._-_._---
Dr. 27% 33% 7 % 27% 33% 7 % 27% 33% 7 % 
--..... -....... --- ._ .. _----:..-1----._---_ .. - .-_.---.........:..:;. .------ -.-._--.. -_ .... ---- _ .... --._- -.. - .. ------ ---.-.----. 
M . 13% 20% 13% 13% 7% 7% 7% 7% 
_PfQL__ _ 53% ~_~I~ ___ 7_~ _---.?~ ____ ~ 0,& 1--. 8 O.~ _. 6_<2& _--.!.~ _~=~1.r£. 
Dona 
- .... ----- 1--' --1-... -,,-- 1-- -- -------- .-.. ------.. -
Lic. 
_ .. ---... --'''''- ---_.-.. _ .. --1---""-- ........... -..... ---- ---.------ ._.---.- - .. _ .. - ... - --.. ,,-.---:::- --'-'-' - ..... _-. .-.. - ... --... -... --.. 
Other 7% 7% 
Address Preferences of Hil?;h Proficiency Group toward Younl?;er Male Professor 
Informal Setting Semi-formal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. In U.S. Perc. In P.R. 
None 
"'-""-"'--,,---' ._.-_.-_._. ----,- -- ._-" .. -- "--""'''- ------ ---- ----- -----., .-1---------" 
FN I 3 % 27% I 3 % 7 % 20% 7 % 7 % 7 % 
-"-"''''''---'''- _ .. --.... _-- _.-.. _ ....... -... -.- .-.. --.,-.-- -"--'----- ---- 1----- ._.--.... --1-..... ,,--_....:..:... -"-'-.""-"--
Dr. 27% 33% 7% 27% 33% 7% 27% 33% 7% 
----.. --.. -" ...... - '-"'-'---- ._-------._.:.C'" ---'-""'-'-' -_.--.---.-- ... --.. _._ .. _"'- ---,,---- -.----- .. _--.... _---- --'-----
M . 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 
-.----.-- ... --------.- --.. --.-----. '--.-... _-.:..- --_._-. .... -----=- .----:...::.-_. __ 0':'" r-.----
Prof. 60% 33% 73% 60% 40% 80% 60% 50% 87% 
.------.-.. --.... ..., .. - .. --.... - ... -" .. r------- .. --.----.. ---- ----~ 1------ ·1--......::..--'-'''''1 
Don 
... _-"-" .. -... _-,, .... _ .. _._--_. _ ..."._ .. ""-,,--,,. __ . _ .._ .. " ... _-_ .... _ .. - -.-.-.--- ---_._-_. -.. ----- ---.-... _-_._---
J:.J~_. ____ ... _ --.. ----- --.. ----. -._ ... """",_._ .. _1-',, ___ ' __ '_' __ ,,-_ ... _ -._._.--.. _-- --.-----.-.-..... ---. --.... _ .. _.-.. 
Other 7% 7% 
Address Preferences of High Proficiency Grout toward Older Female Employer 
Informal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Percep. In P.R. In U.S. Percep. In P.R. 
Address Preferences of High Proficiency Grout toward Older Male Employer 
Informal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Percep. In P.R. In U.S. Percep. In P.R. 
FN . ___ .. _ ... ~Q~+_ .. _ .. _ .. _ ... ~.3_~ .. __ '" ..... _~Q~_ ,, ___ ._ .... .l}_~_._. __ .. __ i~ _ __ ._ .. _)3_rC!. 
.. M,._~ ...... _~ __ ,,_ .. _ ........ _,,_ .. _._....§Jl.~._ .... _ .... _ ... _~I~ __ . ____ "._~O~ ____ 67% ____ . ___ 6_0~. ___ . __ . __ .. _ .. §.?~_ 
J~.Q.,,!I .. _ .. _ ........ "........ . ........ __ ._"_ ....... _ ............. ,,. ____ ._.. .._ ...... _..... .. .... _ ...... _ .... _ ...... _. _""'_'" ,_",,,,_,,,_,_ ... __ , __ -__ ""_'''''' __ ' ___ ''_'_' "_''' ___ '' ....... _._ ........... " 
Other 
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Add ress Pr~ e erences 0 f H' h P r' Uti ro IClency G rou) towar d Y ounger F E ema e mployer 
Informal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Percep. In P.R. In U.S. Percep. In P.R. 
FN 47% 47% 40% 27% 40% 20% 
-~--------
. __ ._A. _____ 
--------
.-------:-:-1--------:-:----_._- -------.::-
M . __ 5~ 
. ~]-~ 47% ___ 73_~ 60% 80% 
. _--- --.-----~ ----------.... -~
Dona 13% r----------.-------.-- ----.. -~,---,- ---~-~--, --.--------.~ --------- ---------.~--Other 
Add ress P f re erences 0 f H' h P fi . Igi ro IClency G roU) towar d Y ounger M I E a e mp oyer 
Informal Setting Formal Setting 
In U.S. Percep. In P.R. In U.S. Percep. In P.R. 
FN 40% 47% 60% 27% 33% 33% 
.-
----
--_ .. _----:-:- ._----
------67-% ----~-.----M f---..§..Q-% 5~.~ 40% 73% 67% -,-=..-._-- -.---.:.~ _. ..._- I-.-----c- ---_ .... _----_ .. _ .. __ ._. 
Don 
'---'-'---'--
.... _.H_'_~ ... __ ._ 
-.~----.,,-.. --.-,.---
~_. __ N_'_" __ ••• __ .• __ . 
._----_._---- ... _---------_.- .-. -~---. --.. ----.~ 
Other 
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APPENDIX F 
RESULTS OF T-TEST BY PROFICIENCY LEVEL 
Puerto Rican Preferences in U.S. 
Professors Employers 
Older Younger Older Younger 
F M F M F M F M 
Formal #14 #13 #15 #16 #17 #18 #19 #20 
.......... -.-.--.-.-.. -.-----~ ---'--'-- f------- ---- .--- - '-'-'-'- .-.------- --.. ------
__ ... _____ .... b.QLML .. L2L ..... _ J.:8~ .. _._J .. 6~._ ... £~..?_._ .. _ ~~}_ ... ___ ~lL'L .. _-2·J.J __ .. ~L 74 ...... . 
. __ ..... .... _.b..2L!!L .. .J.Qt_...._~JXL. ___ ~.94 ) __ .J. 6~. ____ ll.L ___ ..:.§?_ . __ . 1.83_ .. _ J .. 8 .~. __ _ 
Mi/Hi -1.2 .168 1.49 .768 -.455 -.878 .364 -.945 
.~ I!~J :f.Qr..~l1.L_...!lJL..... .!!..2. __ ... _. .~lL .... _!!. .. L~._._.. .. __ .... __ ...... ' __ "_' __ "__" ___ "_ _..... . ... _. __ .. __ ._ 
Lo/Mi 3.50 .896 2.01 .997 r-"---'---" . -- ._-.... _ .... - ------1--'-'-----.- ------ ---.. -.- ~----.- f--... -._._-
Lo/Hi 1.90 .525 1.36 1.19 
._-_ .. _ ... _-_ ..•. _._ .. _-_ .. , ....• _- '-'--'''-'--'-''- _ .. _._ ............. _-_ ... _ .... __ .. _._ ........... __ ......•... --..... - ......•.. _ •.. _ ...................................... _ ........ _, ........... . 
M i/Hi 1.76 .435 .875 -.358 
Informal #2 #1 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 
........................ __ .............. '-.. , _ .. _ •. 1-'-'-... , ...................... - .............. --... - ..•... --.--. ._.-..... _ ..... _... . .•• -.................... . •..•• - .............. - ............... __ ..... , ._ .•. _ •.•.. _ ... _. 
_ .... _ .._._._.k9LML _:J,:.~l __ ..·.~.9_t ... _ J.:§.~_._ ... _.L9..~ ....... , .. ~.§7.4 ____ .. ~_§?~ .. _ ..... J, ~§J ... __ .1.97..._ .. 
.. ____ , ..... __ !-.Q!JiL J,~.lQ. __ . ..:~2J ___ l:JI_ 1~I.. ___ J J.§"' __ I-LQ~._.. .1J>Q........ .·.J . .t4...._ 
Mi/Hi .588 .447 .825 .842 -.680 -.343 .804 .843 
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Puerto Rican Preferences in Puerto Rico 
Professors Employers 
Older Younger Older Younger 
F M F M F M F M 
Formal #14 #13 #15 #16 #17 #18 #19 #20 
,-,-.. -_ .. ,----,,------ ,----- --.. --- _._-- ----,-- .. -------- ---.. -.. -- ---------.. -- ----_ .... ,--"'-, 
Lo/Mi .647 1.40 .186 1.61 -1.61 .909 1.27 -.509 
' .... -............. ,--.... ",-------.. -- -'----'----r-'------- -----,- ------------" .. - ------- .. -.. ---.. -----, .. -.... ,-, --'-'--- -....... , ,-..... --.. ,,, .... . 
Mi/Hi 1.49 .587 -.549 -.335 -.878 -2.44 2.25 -2.15 
~_ ~!!l:,i.:X9_t:.~_~.L ___ 1JJL. ____ # ~ _____ , ,P._tL_,_, __ !!J_~ ___ ., ______ , __ .. ____ .. _______________ .. __ .. __ , __ .. _, ___ _ 
___ ,_, _____ 1:.2L~i 2.80 ____ ~-=-9!'.____ __. 6~~_ .. _, .50 ._ ... _________ -_ .... ,--e-._,--~ _____ , __ 
_ .... _ .. _____ ._.J~2,!J:!LJ~_'!.~, ___ ,_ J:'!JL __ .:~~_I _ .. _ ..:.~~ .. L. ____ , .. _,_, ___ .. ___ ' ____ ,_,_ , __ ,, _____ ,_,_ .. ____ ....... _ .. ' 
M ilHi 1.81 1.06 .315 -.136 
Informal #2 #1 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 1--",---,,-,_ .. - ...... -..... _ .. -_.-.. - r-::---, ...... ----.... --..... ---,--- '-'--'-'--'---' -""--'''''''--'-'' ''''''-'''---''-'' ---- -........ " .. ' .. '. -,---,---' .. -- ,----------,-" 
Lo/M i .776 2.24 .776 1.42 -.883 0 1.69 1.57 
-_ .... _-,-, _ .. _-,-----_ .. _-_.. .. .... - .. " .. _ .... ,- " .. _------- -_ .. ,--,-------------- ,----.. _--_ .. _-- _ .._' .. _------_. ----. .. ---_ .. ,--- --_._,- -,--,_ .. ' 
Mi/Hi 2.24 -.158 .193 .739 - 1. 04 - 1. 67 . 6 ) 7 -.737 
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Puerto Rican Perceptions of American Preferences 
Professors Employers 
Older Younger Older Younger 
F M F M F M F M 
Formal #14 #13 #15 #16 #17 #18 #19 #20 
-.-.... --.-" ..... "." ... -.-.. -.-.-~ .......... -... -.... "--""-"--" ... ""-.. _ ..... "- ............ -_ ...... -...... -... - r:-.--...... -.•. ...;.;.. ... _ ............................... -
LotM i 3.80 2.73 2.68 3.59 1.29 -2.4 -2.54 ~2.55 
._ .. ,,--_ .. _ .... _ .. _._----_ .. '--"-'--- -_ ....... _._ .. ---- . __ ._._- --_._-_._ .. _-_._- . __ ._-_.-- ...... __ ...... 
Mi/Hi _,781 1.17 .699 1.31 .364 .84 .843 .430 
Semi~formal 
', ..... ~ .-.. ~- '-',,--.. -... ---~,---- ...... 
#10 #9 #11 #12 
--.-.. ---- .--.-.-.--. -'''''-'--- -----_ .. - '--------._- .-----. --.••...... --
Lo/Mi 2.81 3.90 2.99 2.41 
." .. ", .......... ""'--_._ .. .,_ .. _ .... """,,, ...... , ........ , ... _ ........... _ ........ " ... ..-_ ......... -........ __ ._ .. - ......... _--... _ .. -... _ ..,. ,_ ....... _ ... ------ ... _._ ... __ ._--",. _ .. ,.....• -......... --. -'-"-~-""-
LotHi 2.37 2.94 2.24 2.24 
..•.•...... -.-- .... -...... _ ............... _ •.... __ ._ ..•.. _.-.... _ .................. '.,,' ...... _ ........ _ ............ ---... -- ., .. -.-.. __ .. -- .'._'-- _ .... _. -.--- .. __ ._-_ .. _._ ... _ .... _ .. . 
M i/Hi .588 1.02 .717 .339 
Lo/M j 3.14 2.24 -.522 3.04 .674 .925 1.69 1.46 
......... ". -........................... _ ............ _ .. __ ...• -......••.. --- ... ", .•..•... --...... -.......... _.-. __ ... _ ....... _--•. _._... ._._--..... _-- ..•. --..... -"-' _ .. _-_._.- .-. . ........... _ ....... -
Lo/Hi 
Mi/Hi -2.79 .343 -1.08 .602 -1.38 .166 .250 .166 
